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Welcome, friends, to the world(s) of Wayfarer Tactics, a new and dynamic way
to play tabletop miniature battles in any (and all) genres.
Within the pages of this codex, you'll find rules to adapt miniatures from your
collection into personalized warbands. Whether high-magic fantasy or far-flung
science fiction, small-scale skirmishes or epic battles, or anywhere in between, this
system will bend to meet your gaming demands. If customization isn't your thing, a
number of pre-made characters can be found in this codex as well, covering a spread
of common miniature designs and concepts from our tabletop roleplaying game,
Wayfarer: Things Beyond Wonder.
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WHAT YOU'LL NEED
To play a game of Wayfarer Tactics, in addition to a measuring system (either rulers
or a grid map of some kind) each player will also need a selection of models (or
paper cut outs, tokens, or whatever else your group has agreed upon), three red and
three blue six-sided dice, a handful of white six-sided dice, and a deck of playing
cards.
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Wayfarer Tactics is loosely based on the Multiverse setting found in our tabletop
RPG, but you should think of it less as a setting and more as a toolset to enact battles
and tell stories in any world you can imagine using any models you want.
The Wayfarer Multiverse is a place where advanced science and high-magic fantasy
meet. The rules provided within this book provide the tools to make anything within
that range. Battles using Wayfarer Tactics can be a free-for-all of genre ideas,
allowing for players to bring truly personalized forces to the table to do battle with
one another. There are a staggering number of miniature lines out there. With the
rules found within this book, you should be able to use any of them.
You can choose what components you like for your own games. For example, if you
don't want any science fiction elements, you can cherry pick components to craft a
fantasy world where armies of elves and dwarves wage war with spells and medieval
weaponry.
Though designed to be as comprehensive as possible, there's no way we could fit
everything into this book. As such, we'll keep a living update online of new rules to
cover things we missed or new ideas that come our way. If you come up with custom
rules that you use with your group, please submit it to us, and if we feel it lines up
with the spirit of the rules, we'll add it to the expanding canon.
START SMALL, THEN GO BIG
Although it can be tempting to dive right in and start adapting your legions of
miniature warriors into Wayfarer factions, you may want to ease back for the first
couple of games. The best way to start is with a skirmish. Adapt rules to a handful of
models each and play a small-scale rumble to get your feet wet and get a solid feel
for the rules. We'd advise a 500 (or so) point battle for your first go.
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GAME MECHANICS
The following rules describe the basics of game play. Beginning with setup, we'll
walk you through a standard game of Wayfarer Tactics.
SCALE AND
SETTING UP
“INCREMENTS”
Once you and your friends have constructed your forces,
you're ready to play the game. The first thing to do is
create the battlefield. In general, players create a
battlefield out of agreed-upon terrain components. If you
want a little more structure, roll off to determine turn
order and, beginning with the first player, choose and
place terrain pieces until all of them have been placed.
You can roll dice to determine how many pieces will be
placed or agree upon a selection beforehand. There are
many ways to generate battlefields, often tying their
construction into a larger story campaign, but that's
something upon which you and your friends can agree.
DEPLOYMENT
After the battlefield has been built, roll off to determine
deployment zones. Based on your mission and the
number of players, the deployment zone structure can
vary, though in a standard two-player match, players
deploy up to six increments (see above) into opposite
table edges. Starting with the first player (who has the
option to choose their table edge), players deploy up to
half of their models (rounding down) into the
deployment zone. The rest are kept off to the side of the
battlefield in a space designated as “reserves.”
ESTABLISHING VICTORY
Before the match, you should set a value of VP (victory
points, see page 20) that one side needs to achieve to
win. Whenever an enemy unit is defeated and sent to
captures, you gain the number of VP that the unit is
worth. Once the goal is reached, the match is over and a
victor has been decided. A simple way to spice this up is
to add objectives on the battlefield (generally 1d6-1 if
you want to keep things random) that award a single VP
to any unit that is adjacent to or occupying it
uncontested (without any enemies claiming it) at the end
of any game turn.

Throughout this codex,
you will find references
to increments. An
increment is a unit of
measurement that
describes space within
the battlefield. Whether
you're using grid maps
or “free range”
movement with rulers,
increments are
important when
describing how far a
character can move, see,
shoot, and how much
space they take up.
Below are a few of the
common scales and
some recommended
increment scales, though
you shouldn't feel
restricted by these. Use
whatever measurement
you like, provided you
and you friends agree on
the terms.
10-15mm scale
(1 increment = 1cm)
18-25mm scale
(1 increment = 2cm)
28-32mm scale
(1 increment = 1 inch)
54mm scale
(1 increment = 2 inches)
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GAME ROUNDS
Once the battlefield is constructed and the models are deployed, you may begin the
first round. Each player draws five cards from their deck of cards. This is your
activation deck, and the cards will be used to give orders to your units (the models
that make up your force). These cards are kept as a hand, and are not revealed to the
other players until they are played.
After hands have been drawn, players roll a single die to determine turn order, rerolling any ties until a clear victor has emerged. Once the first player is determined,
turns of play move clockwise.
Each turn, a player may play a single card from their hand to activate a single unit.
Each unit may only be activated once per game round (barring special abilities that
allow multiple activations or bonus actions). Once a card has been played, the player
discards it face up in a pile next to their deck. At the start of their turn, a player may
defer and not play a card, though must place a single card face down in front of them
each time they do this.
Once all player hands are empty, each player picks up any cards they used to defer,
returning them to their hand, draws new cards until they have five cards in their
hand, and the next round may begin, following the same steps as the first.
ACTIVATIONS
Each time you play a card to activate a unit, the value of the card will determine the
range of actions that your unit may perform. Face cards and aces count as 10s,
though may open up special tactical options based on special abilities. Similarly, the
suit of the card may activate special effects, though these effects will be dependent
on your build. Typically, jokers are removed from the deck, though you may agree to
use them as “Wild Cards” that may be used as any card in any suit.
CARD VALUE

ACTIONS

2+

The unit may Adjust or Spin.

4+

The unit may Move.

6+

The unit may Rush or Assault.

8+

The unit may Move and Assault.

10+

The unit may Rush and Assault.

DEPLOYING UNITS: In addition to performing actions with units on the
battlefield, activation cards may alternately be used to bring units from your reserves
onto the battlefield. Units that are deployed may perform a Move action from the
table edge in your deployment zone, and are considered to have been activated. You
may deploy any number of units with a single card as long as their total VP (Victory
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Point) value doesn't exceed the value of the card. Face cards and Aces may deploy
either 10 VP worth of units OR may be used to deploy any single unit regardless of
their VP value.
HOW TO MAKE A TEST
Many actions will require your units to make tests. Whether using Melee to assault
an enemy with a spear or Athletics to climb a treacherous ridge, your values in the
appropriate attribute will inform how many dice you roll and how that roll is
manipulated.
There are two common forms of tests: opposed and static. Opposed tests are
compared against a test result made by an enemy unit. A static test is made against an
un-rolled result (often a single number).
Tests happen in four phases:
Phase 1 (The Roll Phase): After announcing the action, the unit rolls a number of
dice granted by the appropriate attribute. These values will range from one to three
(or one to six in the case of Athletics or Detect tests). When testing an Offense
attribute (OFF), you roll red dice. When testing a Defense attribute (DEF), roll blue
dice. Certain tests (such as assaults) may require you to test and compare OFF and
DEF at the same time. Athletics and Detect tests may use any combination of colors,
and the color of the dice is meaningless during such tests.
Phase 2 (The Bump Phase): You may find, listed beneath a given attribute's dice
value, a number of numeric values preceded by either a plus or minus sign. These
values are bumps and are used to affect the initial roll results. Each bump may be
assigned to a single die of your choice, turning the result up or down by the bump
value. You may not assign more than one bump to a single die, and any unused
bumps are lost. Negative bumps (bumps with a minus sign) must be used and must
be used before positive bumps (bumps with a plus sign) may be used.
Phase 3 (The Re-Roll Phase): Certain abilities and situations may grant a number of
re-rolls to a unit making a test. Each re-roll may be used to re-cast a single die of
your choice. Each die may be re-rolled any number of times, provided you have rerolls to be used. You're going to want the highest results possible, so in general,
you'll be re-rolling your lowest results. In the case of opposed tests, players will take
turns using their re-rolls, starting with the aggressor (the unit initiating the test).
Phase 4 (The Comparison Phase): Now that results are set, compare the final
results to either the opposing unit's test or the static value against which you are
testing. Compare your highest die result to the highest opposing value. If your result
is higher, you have won the test. If it is lower, you have lost. If the values are tied, set
the die aside and move on to the next highest result until victory is determined. If all
results are tied, the test is a draw (though in the case of a static test, this counts as a
failure).
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KICKERS

ACTIONS

Kickers are static values
that count as additional die
results of that number. If
you possess kickers for a
given test, display them
using white dice turned to
the kicker value and place
them with your rolled dice
during the Roll Phase.
Kickers may not be bumped
or re-rolled.

As previously discussed, when activated, a unit may
perform actions. The terms of those actions are as
follows:

SAVE DICE

MOVE

A save die is set to a value
(between 1 and 6) and is
kept next to the unit's sheet
or next to the model
(whichever is clearest for
you). When that character
would be defeated, roll a
single die. If the result is
above the save die value,
they are still defeated. If the
result ties the value, the unit
is sent back to reserves
instead. If under the value,
the unit is safe and is not
removed from the map.
After a save die has been
used, it's value is turned
down by one. Once it
reaches zero, remove it
from play. If you possess
multiple save dice, you may
keep rolling until you pass
or are returned to reserves.

When performing a move action, a unit may move a
number of increments equal to their Athletics value
(the value which determines how many dice you roll,
not the bump value). Generally, this means a
character will move one to six increments, though
certain abilities may modify this value.

ADJUST/SPIN
An adjust moves your unit a single increment in any
direction. A spin allows the unit to turn around to a
facing of their choice. These actions, though
seemingly minor, can make a huge difference
tactically.

Moving through some terrain may cost extra
increments or even require an Athletics test to
navigate. You may set the definitions on terrain when
you set up your battlefield, and the following table
will help you to establish the effects of a given
terrain type.
RUSH
A rush action means that the character is running or
otherwise moving at a brisk pace. Rushes function in
the same ways as a move action, though at the start
of a rush, you make an Athletics test. For each die
that rolls a four or higher, you may move an
additional increment.
MOVE BONUS

Certain ability effects will
reference granting a “nonablative save die.” This
means that the die is never
turned down after being
rolled.

Whenever a unit with a positive bump (+1 or higher)
in Athletics moves or rushes after being activated
with a face card (Jack, Queen, King, or Ace), they
may move an extra number of increments equal to
their total bump values. Units with negative bumps
in Athletics do not suffer penalties to movement.
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TERRAIN

MOVEMENT EFFECT

Open Terrain (grass,
stonework, roads, et cetera)

No special effect.

Rough Terrain (stony
ground, rubble, ice, mud, et
cetera)

Each increment moved through rough terrain
costs you an additional increment from your
move total.

Elevated Terrain (ridges,
steep hills, walls, et cetera)

Each increment you move upward costs an
additional increment from your move total. In
addition, you must succeed at an Athletics test
to Climb DV: 4 (easy) to 6 (difficult) for each
increment traveled. If the test is failed, you
make no progress and stay at the base of the
incline.

Aquatic Terrain (rivers,
ocean, swamps, et cetera)

Each increment moved through rough terrain
costs you an additional increment from your
move total. In addition, you may have to
succeed at an Athletics test to Swim (DV: 4 for
deep water, 5 for choppy water or rapids) or
make no progress and be defeated.

Enemy (Non-Vehicle) Unit

Moving through an enemy unit prompts a free
Melee assault to which you may not retaliate.
OPERATE

In place of either moving or making an assault, an activated unit may opt to operate a
terrain feature, provided they are adjacent to it. This could involve opening a door,
using a computer console, pulling a lever, or doing any other number of actions
appropriate to an interactive piece of terrain. Some particularly complex actions
(such as picking a lock or hacking a computer terminal) may require a skill test. All
terms are decided when you build interactive features into a map, but the following
examples will help as a general guide.
ACTION

TEST AND DV

Pick up an objective

None

Open a door, chest, or pull a lever

None

Force a locked door

Melee OFF (DV: 6)

Unlock a locked door

Technical OFF (DV: 6)

Use a terminal to open a door

Technical OFF (DV: 5)

Open a door sealed with magic

Arcane OFF (DV: 6)

Hack a terminal

Technical OFF (DV: 6/5)
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ASSAULTS
Whenever a unit engages another unit in combat, they are initiating an assault.
During an assault, the attacking unit rolls both their Offense (red) and Defense
(blue). The defending unit rolls their defense dice simultaneously and, if they would
be able to make the same kind of assault themselves, may also roll their offense dice
in retaliation. This simultaneous rolling ensures that it is possible for both parties to
defeat one another (provided there is retaliation).
To qualify for an assault (or to be able to retaliate against one) a unit must possess a
weapon, spell, device, or a similar piece of equipment or ability that allows them to
make an assault. Only one weapon may be used per assault. Melee assaults may
always be made even without a weapon, as just about any character can punch, kick,
bite, or otherwise scrap.
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Melee Assaults: For Melee assaults, the characters
involved in the assault must be adjacent to one another
(either so that their occupied grids are adjacent in grid
measurement or their bases are touching in free-range
measurement). Units on lower ground may attack enemy
units that are on elevated terrain, provided the elevated
unit is not more than an increment above the top of
attacking model and if they would be base to base if the
unit were not elevated.
Ballistic Assaults: Assaults with ranged weapons
function the same as Melee assaults, though you may
attack from a distance. To determine range value of an
assault, add the range modifier of the weapon to your
Detect value (including any applicable bumps). If the
target (or the attacking unit, if retaliating) is within that

BEING DEFEATED
If a unit loses an assault,
it is defeated, and is
sent to enemy captures.
Captures is a space held
to the side of the map
that accounts for killed,
wounded, or captive
units, and is used to
count Victory Points.
When a unit is defeated
by a hazard or similar
effect, the controlling
player chooses which
enemy capture the unit.
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distance, the assault may be made. You may make assaults against units that are
further away, though lose one die from you Offense pool for each range value the
character is distant from you. Once your OFF pool has been reduced to zero, the
assault may not be made.
NOTE- When making Ballistic assaults against targets that are adjacent to you,
reduce your OFF dice pool by one die.
Arcane and Technical Assaults: In general, a unit may only make Arcane or
Technical assaults using a special spell, device, or similar ability. The terms of the
assault and its outcome are determined by the device or spell being used, and don't
always end in the enemy being defeated, as with Melee and Ballistic assaults. Often
times, these effects will impose special penalties or grant other tactical advantages to
the attacker.
Situational Effects: During the re-roll phase of an assault, there are a number of
considerations based on your units' placement on the battlefield that may confer extra
re-rolls, bumps, or other advantages above and beyond those you might be pulling
from equipment or special abilities.
Cover: If an enemy may draw a line of sight to your model when making any sort of
ranged assault, though you are partially obscured by terrain or other models, you
gain a bonus, non-ablative save die to account for attacks being soaked up by the
cover. There are different grades of cover, depending on the battlefield features by
which you are partially obscured and, if affected by multiple forms of cover, only use
the best available. When setting up the battlefield, you and your friends may agree on
what kind of cover the various terrain features grant to your units.
COVER

EXAMPLES

SAVE DIE

Light

Other units (same size as you or smaller),
bushes, tall grass

2

Medium

Other units (larger than you), raised earth,
fences, sandbags, trees

3

Heavy

Stone or metal walls, buildings,
fortifications

4

Higher Ground: During an assault, a unit on higher ground gains a bonus re-roll
during the re-roll phase that may be applied to either an Offense or Defense die
Size Differential: If two units are engaged in a Melee assault and one of them is
larger than the other (using base size and size category), the larger unit gets a bonus
re-roll during the re-roll phase that may be applied to either Offense or Defense.
Darkness: While in conditions of darkness, Detect values and Detect and ballistic
ranges are halved (rounding down) and all assault OFF results fail automatically on a
result of 1-3 rolled on a single die. Targeting an illuminated foe from darkness does
not suffer this penalty, and reduces the target's DEF dice pool by ½ (rounding down).
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Support: During Melee assaults, having allied units close may give you an
advantage, whether by providing extra defensive measures or outnumbering a lone
enemy unit. For each allied unit adjacent to you, you gain a bonus re-roll during the
re-roll phase that may be applied to DEF. For each allied unit adjacent to your
opponent, you gain a bonus re-roll during the re-roll phase that may be applied to
OFF. If an ally is both adjacent to you and your opponent, you may choose whether
the re-roll applies to OFF or DEF.
AREA EFFECTS

DETECT RANGE

Some assaults affect an area, usually one composed of
connected increments. When such assaults are made, no
retaliation may occur. Any unit (or other valid target)
within the area is effected and must roll their DEF
against the OFF rolled by the attacker. Interrupting (see
below) to move or adjust out of the way of such an
attack is a common defense against area assaults.

Throughout this codex,
you will see “Detect
range” being mentioned
in numerous abilities
and effects. This is equal
to a unit's Detect value
(adding any applicable
bumps) and determines
the unit's most effective
field of perception,
extending that number
of increments from the
unit in all directions.
Many abilities, such as
tactical commands,
require that the unit be
within Detect range of
the source or the target
of the effect.

INTERRUPTS
At any point during an opponent's action, you may
attempt to interrupt with an action of your own. Using a
unit that has yet to be activated, you may throw down a
card from your hand that exceeds the value of the card
your opponent played. Using this card, your opponent
put their activation on hold and you resolve your unit's
action. Once your action is resolved, your opponent may
finish the action they started. If the result of your action
negates their ability to finish their action, the action is
lost and that activation ends.
SNEAKING

Sometimes, you may want your units to use stealth. When activating a unit, you may
declare that it is sneaking, marking it with a token (just about anything will do). A
sneaking unit may move (or use move-equivalent actions), but rushing, making an
assault, or casting a spell causes the sneaking token to be removed*. As long as a
character is actively sneaking and is pulling cover, non-adjacent enemy units that
wish to target the sneaking unit or move/rush to engage them in a close assault must
succeed at a Detect test opposed by an Athletics test made by the sneaking unit. If the
enemy wins, they may target you as normal and the sneaking token is removed. If the
sneaking unit wins this test, the enemy may not target them, and the sneaking unit's
player may move or rush the enemy unit as they choose (whichever the activation
card allows), ending the unit's turn at the end of the movement. This movement
action may not be used to cause the enemy unit to enter hazardous terrain or anything
similarly dangerous. *When making an assault while sneaking, the target may not
retaliate and their DEF dice pool is reduced by ½ (rounding down).
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BUILDING YOUR FORCE
Now that we have the basic system out of the way, let's move on to the fun stuff:
customizing your force! You're going to want to select a number of models to
represent the characters, vehicles, and similar units that make up your war band or
army. Each unit is constructed by purchasing collected components using points
from your Force Point Pool. Depending on the size of the battle, your point pool
may vary, and you and your friends may agree on any number of points before you
play. For reference, a standard skirmish game uses 1,000 points.
Standard units are constructed by selecting a species and an occupation, both of
which determine the range you may grant for their attributes and which special
abilities may be selected. The number of abilities you may purchase is dependent
upon the character's rank:
RANK

MAX ABILITIES

ALLOWANCE PER 1,000 POINTS

Troop

2

Your force may include any number of
troop units.

Elite

3

Your force may include up to four elite
units per 1,000 points.

Champion

4

Your force may include one champion
unit per 1,000 points.

Hero

N/A

Use of heroes is optional.

This allowance system represents the standard build format, though you and your
friends may agree on any format you like. Other special unit types (such as beasts,
robots, and vehicles) use different generation systems, which will be detailed later on
in this codex.
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET
You and your gaming group may agree on any level of laxity when it comes to
miniature representation, though for standard, tournament-style play, Wayfarer
Tactics defers to the golden rule of miniature gaming, “WYSIWIG” (what you see is
what you get). This means that if your model is an orc, they count as an orc. If your
model is wearing chainmail and wielding a laser pistol and chainsaw, that's what you
purchase for them when you get to the equipment phase. While some may find this
ruling stifling, it can provide an honesty to the games you play, and help to ground
the shared miniature world you're creating with a sense of reality.
As much as Wayfarer Tactics aspires to cover as many bases as possible when it
comes to adapting rules for models, you may find yourself with a model or piece of
equipment that doesn't have rules associated with it. Aside from customizing your
own rules (totally doable) you can always say that it counts as something else.
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THE ATTRIBUTES
Every character possesses a series of attributes used to make tests. The values
recorded in these attributes represent the number of dice that character may roll when
testing. A second, smaller box below that shows any bumps (numbers following plus
signs) that are granted to the test.
MELEE OFF: (Uses up to 3 red dice) This value represents the character's
offensive ability in close combat and overall brawn. This can include training with
weapons and in unarmed technique as well as size, strength, and any natural weapons
the creature may possess.
MELEE DEF: (Uses up to 3 blue dice) This value represents the character's
defensive ability in close combat. This can include weapon and armor training,
evasion, and overall size and toughness.
BALLISTIC OFF: (Uses up to 3 red dice) This value represents the character's
accuracy with ranged weaponry.
BALLISTIC DEF: (Uses up to 3 blue dice) This value represents the character's
ability to evade or resist attacks made from ranged weapons or similar effects.
TECHNICAL OFF: (Uses up to 3 red dice) This value represents the character's
aptitude when operating technology as well as an overall academic acumen
TECHNICAL DEF: (Uses up to 3 blue dice) This value represents a character's
ability to defend against technological hazards.
ARCANE OFF: (Uses up to 3 red dice) This value represents a character's ability
to wield arcane powers such as magic spells and psionics.
ARCANE DEF: (Uses up to 3 blue dice) This value represents a character's ability
to resist the effects of arcane powers such as magic spells and psionics, as well as a
general sense of courageousness and mental will.
ATHLETICS: (Uses up to 6 dice of any color) This value represents a character's
quickness and agility, and is used to traverse difficult or hazardous terrain, as well as
determine how far you may move in a given turn.
DETECT: (Uses up to 6 dice of any color) This value represents a character's
perceptiveness and modifies distance when making ranged assaults.
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UNIT CREATION OVERVIEW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Select the unit's rank (determines maximum number of abilities).
Step 2: Select species template (and add any special templates).
Step 3: Apply attribute bumps granted by species template.
Step 4: Choose traits from those allowed by species/record automatic traits.
Step 5: Select an occupation template.
Step 6: Generate attribute die values as allowed by occupation.
Step 7: Choose skills from those allowed by occupation.
Step 8: Select equipment shown on the model and record it.
Step 9: Record all types granted by species, occupation, and equipment.
Step 10: Tabulate costs for species, attributes, abilities, and equipment.*

Note- The minimum cost for any unit is 1 point!

-VICTORY POINTSAfter calculating a unit's total value, give them a victory point (VP) value equal to
the total value divided by 50 (rounding down). The minimum VP value is 1.
SIDEBOARDS
You and your friends may
opt to play with a selection
of models held to the side
of the match that may be
subbed in (point for point)
before a match begins.
Having a sideboard can
allow you to change up
your tactics based on the
force you're facing, and is a
popular option in
tournaments, campaigns,
and similar styles of play.
Additionally, certain effects
can allow you to utilize
your sideboard mid-game
(such as the World Door
spell).

SPECIES
The first step in crafting a character unit is to select
their species. Each species template may determine a
range of bumps that enhance any of the ten attributes.
Bumps are recorded in the smaller box beneath a skill
icon with a plus or minus sign. Multiple sources may
add bumps to your character, and you may record up
to three bumps in a given box. These bumps represent
a species' natural aptitude (or ineptitude) when using
a given attribute.
In addition to species-granted bumps, a species will
have a selection of special abilities (called traits)
that may be purchased using your force construction
points. Certain traits marked with an * are
mandatory, and their cost is included (along with
the combined bump costs) in the template's base
cost, which is added to your character's overall cost.
Mandatory abilities do not take up slots from your
abilities you may purchase based on rank.
Finally, the species' size (listed with the attributes)
determines how many increments (tiles, if you're
playing with a grid map) the unit takes up.
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Humans are the most common species, found throughout (nearly) every genre and
sub genre. If you're doing world-building for the setting in which your group will
play, limiting selection to humans is perfectly reasonable, and will add a sort of
balance to your force builds. If you're using Wayfarer Tactics to play out modern or
historical combat, your forces will often be comprised entirely of humans.
CUSTOM SPECIES
Creating custom stuff is what's at the heart of the Wayfarer Tactics philosophy, so if
you do, be sure and tell us about it! If it seems particularly balanced, we'd love to
share your designs and add them to the canon on our website (we'll be sure and give
you credit as well).
COMPONENT

COST/EFFECT

Positive Bumps

Each +1 bump value is 5 points. (Max +4 per bump.)

Negative Bumps

Each -1 bump value is 5 points. (Max +4 per bump.)

Size

No cost, choose based on the increments the base takes up

Traits

Choose from the trait compendium. Cost for automatic
traits (*) are included in the species template.

Types

No cost
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SPECIES TRAIT COMPENDIUM
Special abilities granted by species are purchased at the cost listed (adding that to the
unit's overall value). These abilities may be referred to as “Traits.”
TRAIT

COST

EFFECT

ADAPTIVE

+5

You gain a bonus re-roll to any test. If you are
able to purchase this trait and do not, you may
purchase a single skill offered by a skill group
not granted by your Occupation.

ADEPT CLIMBER

+1

When making an Athletics test to climb, you
may either gain a bonus +2 bump or increase an
existing Athletics bump by +1.

ADEPT LEAPER

+1

When making an Athletics test to leap, you may
either gain a bonus +2 bump or increase an
existing Athletics bump by +1.

ADEPT SWIMMER

+1

When making an Athletics test to swim, you may
either gain a bonus +2 bump or increase an
existing Athletics bump by +1.

AMPHIBIOUS

+2

You treat aquatic terrain as open ground when
moving, and are not required to make Athletics
tests against aquatic hazard effects.

BEHEMOTH

+25

You have a save die (5).

BESTIAL

-10

You may never use equipment or possess a
Technical OFF score higher than zero.

BOUNDING

+2

Once per move action you may either treat a
single tile as open and unoccupied or gain a +1
bonus to movement distance.

BREATH OF FIRE

+35

When activated by a face card, you may make a
Fire and Magic type Arcane assault and do so as
an area attack against up to three units within
Detect range.

CRAVEN

-10

Whenever you would be part of an assault, you
must succeed at an Arcane DEF test (5) or
immediately be returned to reserves. This is a
Morale effect.

EXTRA ARM

+14

You have an extra hand and may be activated an
extra time per turn to use the hand to make an
attack or to operate a terrain feature. You may
purchase this trait multiple times.
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TRAITS CON'T

COST

EFFECT

FAST-HEALING

+30

You have a non-ablative save die (3).

FEARLESS

+5

You automatically pass Morale-based tests.

FEROCIOUS

+8

You gain a bonus kicker (4) to any Melee OFF
test against an opponent who doesn't possess this
ability.

FIREBORN

+5

You are immune to attacks or hazards that only
possess the Fire type.

FLEET

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
rush, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

FROSTBORN

+5

You are immune to attacks or hazards that only
possess the Cold type.

GALLOP

+20

When moving or rushing, your movement total
(after testing Athletics) is doubled.

GARGANTUAN

+30

You have a save die (6).

HORRIFYING

+15

Enemy units activated while you are within their
Detect range must succeed at an Arcane DEF
test (5) or be returned to reserves. This is a
Morale effect.

HOVERING

+10

You may treat all non-elevated terrain as Open
Ground while moving, though may never rush.

IMMORTAL

+100 When defeated by a non-Magic type attack or
hazard, you are sent back to reserves instead of
enemy captures. An enemy player that defeats
you still gains 1 VP.

INCORPOREAL

+10

You gain a bonus DEF kicker (6) against any
attacks or hazards without the Energy or Magic
types, though may only affect non-Incorporeal
enemies with Energy or Magic-based attacks.

MAGICAL AFFINITY

+3

Immediately after making an Arcane OFF test,
you may re-roll any number of dice once.

MAGICAL
RESISTANCE

+3

When making an Arcane DEF test, you may reroll a single enemy OFF die during the re-roll
phase.

MAMMOTH

+20

You have a save die (4).

MULTI-HEADED

+6

You gain a bonus re-roll to any Arcane DEF test
and gain a bonus save die (1).

NIGHT VISION

+1

You negate any penalties imposed by darkness.
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TRAITS CON'T

COST

EFFECT

PHASING

+10

You may move unencumbered, ignoring rough
terrain, impassable terrain, elevation, enemy
units, and water effects, though must end your
movement in open terrain.

ROUGHSHOD

+0

When moving, you may treat every other
increment of Rough Terrain as Open Terrain,
though you may never use Athletics to climb.

SCENT

+6

You gain a bonus kicker (6) to any Detect test
made to notice a sneaking enemy with the
Living or Undead type.

SERPENTINE

+20

Whenever an adjacent enemy is activated, you
may make a Melee OFF test opposed by their
Melee DEF and, if you win, their action is
negated.

SHAMBLING

-10

When rushing, you may only gain a maximum of
one extra increment of movement distance.

SNEAKY

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
sneak, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

STONEBORN

+15

While occupying an earthen tile (natural, unworked earth or stone) you gain a bonus, nonablative save die (3).

STONE SKIN

+24

When testing DEF against an attack or hazard
without the Energy or Magic type, you may reroll a single enemy OFF die.

STOUT

+4

You gain a bonus re-roll to any DEF test.

TECHNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCED

+3

Immediately after making any Technical OFF
test, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

UNDIFFERENTIATED

+12

You gain a bonus kicker (6) to DEF against any
Cutting or Piercing attacks.

VENOMOUS

+10

When making an unarmed assault against a
Living unit, reduce their DEF pool by 1 die.

WILD

-20

You may never use equipment or possess a
Technical OFF score higher than zero. Unless
you share Detect range with an allied unit with
the Beastmaster ability, you may be activated by
any player.

WINGS

+20

You may ignore terrain effects and elevation
while moving or rushing.
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FANTASY SPECIES
Born from the dreams and fancies of sapient minds adjacent to dimensions rich with
magical energy where entire worlds are shaped into living myths and legends,
fantasy beings are a common sight throughout the Known Worlds (and beyond).
All fantasy creatures (including humans from such universes) possess the Magical
Being type. Possessing this type makes the creature slightly more susceptible to
arcane effects, though also opens up a wider range of arcane abilities.
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MORE FANTASY SPECIES...
Beastfolk
Birdfolk
Centaur
Dragonfolk
Fairy
Frogfolk**
Ghoul
Gnole**
Gnome
Halfling
Half-Elf
Fishfolk**
Kobold**
Lizardfolk**
Minotaur**
MushroomFolk
Ogre
Orc
Ratfolk**
Serpentfolk**
Simian**
Treefolk
Yeti**

MO
+2
+1
+2
+3
-2
+0
+1
+2
-1
-2
+0
+1
-2
+2
+3
+0
+2
+2
+0
+2
+2
+3
+3

MD
+0
-0
+2
+2
-2
+0
+0
+2
-1
-2
+0
+0
-2
+1
+2
+1
+2
+1
-1
+1
+1
+4
+2

BO
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
-1
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
-1
-1
_1
-1
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
-1

BD
+0
+1
+2
+2
+2
+0
+1
+2
+1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+2
+2
+1
+2
+1
+1
+2
+1
+4
+2

TO
-1
+0
-1
+0
-2
-1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+0
+0
-1
-1
-1
+0
-1
-1
+0
+0
+0
-2
-2

TD
-1
+0
+0
+0
-1
-1
+0
-1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+0
-1
-1
+0
-1
-1
+0
+0
+0
-1
-1

AO
+0
+0
+0
+1
+1
+0
+0
-1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0
-1
+0
-1
-1
+0
+1
+0
+1
+0

AD
+0
+0
+0
+1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+0
+2
+0
-1
-1
+0
+0
+0
+2
+0

AT
+2
+3
+2
+1
+4
+2
+1
+2
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
-1
+0
+0
+2
+2
+3
-1
+1

DE TRAITS
+2
Ferocious*, Stout
+2
Fleet, Wings*
+0
Gallop*, Roughshod*
+1
Ferocious, Wings*
+2
Magical Affinity, Wings*
+0 Adept Leaper*, Amphibious*
+0
Bestial, Sneaky
+1
Ferocious, Fleet
+1
Magical Affinity, Stout
+1
Fleet, Sneaky
+1
Adaptive, Fleet
+0
Amphibious*, Ferocious
+1
Craven*, Sneaky
+0
Amphibious, Ferocious
+1
Ferocious*, Mammoth*
-1
Stout, Undifferentiated*
+0
Mammoth*, Stout
+0
Ferocious, Night Vision
+2
Adaptive, Sneaky
+1
Serpentine*, Sneaky
+0
Adaptive, Adept Climber
-1 Behemoth*, Undifferentiated*
+1
Frostborn*, Mammoth*

** The Night Vision and Scent traits are available to these species in addition to the traits listed.

SIZE COST
1x1
+28
1x1
+50
1x2
+55
1x1
+75
1x1
+35
1x1
+3
1x1
+5
1x1
+30
1x1
+25
1x1
-5
1x1
+10
1x1
+12
1x1
-25
1x1
+15
2x2
+63
1x1
+7
2x2
+25
1x1
+0
1x1
+20
1x2
+65
1x1
+35
3x3
+45
2x2
+25

MO = Melee OFF, MD = Melee DEF, BO = Ballistic OFF, BD = Ballistic DEF, TO = Technical OFF, TD = Technical DEF, AO = Arcane OFF, AD = Arcane DEF, AT = Athletics, DE = Detect
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ALIENS
The vast galactic expanses of the Multiverse contain myriad lifeforms. This book
would pretty much never end if we included all the possible entries (even if only to
cover the varieties of aliens available through common miniature lines). The
sampling here is pulled from our Wayfarer Multiverse setting, though if you're
adapting rules for some alien models (or creating your own pieces from scratch),
you'll want to use the custom species rules.
Alien species have the Living type in addition to a type using their species name. If
the creature comes from a magically-realized universe created from alien mythology,
you should add the Magical Being type as well (fantasy species don't JUST come
from human legends, after all).
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CYBERNETICS
Hard-wired cybernetic implants are a reality for many advanced cultures, some
ascending entirely from their biological existence. Provided it fits with your force's
theme, any Living or Undead unit may purchase the following trait. When
purchased, these traits do not count against your ability limit, though do add the Tech
type. In addition, when purchasing abilities that do count against your ability limit,
you may purchase any ability available to robotic units (see page 34).
ABILITY

COST

EFFECT

CYBERNETICS*

+5

You gain a bonus re-roll when making any
Athletics or Detect test or when making an
assault against a character without the Tech type.

NEURAL INTERFACE
MODULE

+5

You gain a bonus kicker (5) when making
Technical OFF tests to operate Tech terrain
features.
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MUTATIONS
Whether through genetic tampering, freak radioactive accidents, or other means of
super-science run amok, some being may find themselves “enhanced” and stand
apart from their brethren. Should it fit the theme of your force, any Living or Undead
unit may purchase either (or both) of the following traits. Doing so adds the
“Mutant” type.
ABILITY

COST

EFFECT

GENETIC
ENGINEERING*

+45

When making any test (aside from Arcane OFF),
you may either gain a bonus +1 bump or increase
an existing bump by one.

UNSTABLE
MUTATIONS*

+10

When you would be deployed, roll a die. On a
3+, gain a save die equal to that value, but on a 2
you must stay in reserves for the game, and on a
1 you are sent to enemy captures.

When purchased, these traits do not count against your ability limit. You may choose
from any of the following abilities when choosing abilities that do count toward your
limit, even if you would not be granted access by your species: Adept Climber, Adept
Leaper, Adept Swimmer, Amphibious, Bounding, Ferocious, Fleet, Gallop,
Horrifying, Many-Limbed, Multi-Headed, Night Vision, Scent, Serpentine, Sneaky,
Stone Skin, Stout, Wings.
UNDEATH
To qualify for the Undead ability (and type), a character must first have the Living
type. When making an Undead unit, replace the Living type with Undead. The
Undead trait is mandatory, though, like other mandatory traits, does not take up an
ability slot.
ABILITY

COST

UNDEAD*

+20

MINDLESS DEAD

-6

EFFECT
Whenever you would be defeated by a nonMagic type attack or hazard, roll a die and, on a
4+, you are returned to reserves.
You may never be activated by cards with a value
greater than 8 unless you share Detect range with
an allied unit who has the Command ability.

Undead Traits: Common traits include Horrifying, Shambling and
Undifferentiated. The Mindless Dead trait is perfect for zombie or skeletal minions.
Incorporeal undead often possess Hovering, Incorporeal, and Phasing. When
purchased, these traits do not count against your ability limit.
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* You may choose your robot's size based on the model, though keep in mind that
larger robots should have higher bumps to Melee OFF, Melee DEF, and Ballistic
DEF. When purchasing the robot's attribute bumps, refer to the following (which will
also determine the robot's base species cost): *For each bump value, increase the
robot's cost by 5 points.*
ROBOT TRAITS: The following traits from the Species Trait Compendium are
open to all robots: Adaptive, Adept Climber, Adept Leaper, Adept Swimmer,
Amphibious, Behemoth (size must be 3x2 or 3x3), Bounding, Fearless, Ferocious,
Fleet, Gargantuan (size must be 4x3 or 4x4), Hovering, Mammoth (size must be 2x1
or 2x2), Multi-Limbed, Multi-Headed, Night Vision, Serpentine, Sneaky, Shambling,
and Stout. Additionally, the following traits are unique to robots (or cyborgs):
ROBOT TRAIT

COST

EFFECT

DURABLE

+25

You gain a bonus save die (5).

JETS

+50

You may ignore terrain effects and elevation
while moving or rushing and move twice as far.

ROBOTIC DRONE

-10

You may never be activated unless you share
Detect range with an allied unit who has at least
2 Tech OFF dice.

TANK TREAD LEGS

+2

When moving, treat Rough Terrain as Open
Terrain. You may never use Athletics to make
climb tests.

TARGETING ARRAY

+30

When making Ballistic assaults activated by a
face card, reduce static DVs by one and enemy
DEF dice pools by 1 before rolls are made.

WHEELS

+0

Open Terrain costs ½ to move through, though
you may never use Athletics to make climb tests.
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Constructs use the robot creation rules, though have their own attribute allowances.
They may select any of the traits available to robots. In addition, a construct may
purchase any spell (see Magic Spells on pages 69-73) as a trait.
Construct units may not select the Robotic Drone trait, though may take the Arcane
Drone ability instead. The following abilities are available to constructs.
CONSTRUCT TRAIT COST

EFFECT

ARCANE DRONE

-10

You may never be activated unless you share
Detect range with an allied unit who has at least
1 Arcane OFF dice.

MYSTIC FOUNT

+5

Allied units within Detect range of you gain a
bonus re-roll to Arcane OFF tests during the reroll phase.

MYSTIC LINK

+2

You are considered to share Detect range with
any ally with at least 1 Arcane OFF.

RAMSHACKLE

-10

Whenever you are activated, you must first
succeed at a Technical DEF test (4) or be
returned to reserves.

REASSEMBLY

+25

You have a non-ablative save die (3), though
reduce this value to 2 when saving against
Smashing damage.

MAGI-TECH AUGMENTATIONS: You may imbue Living or Undead units with
construct parts (much as a cyborg receives technological implants). When doing so,
add the Construct, Magical Being, and Mechanical types. The unit may purchase any
traits available to constructs (except for Reassembly). Additionally, the unit may
purchase a +1 bump in Arcane OFF or Arcane DEF a ta cost of +5 points each.
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An example, filled-out unit reference card.

OCCUPATION
Once you've chosen a unit's species, you'll need to choose an occupation template.
Occupation determines aptitudes within the core attributes (the number of dice you
may roll when making tests). When purchasing dice for your unit, you must stay
within the range allowed by the occupation. Each die value adds 3 to the unit's
overall force point cost.
In addition to dice values, a unit's occupation opens up several categories of Skills
that may be purchased using the unit's special ability allotment from rank. By
combining species and occupation templates (as well as equipment, which will be
detailed later), you can come up with unique and powerful ability combinations that
personalize your character and the strategy you employ with your force.
Finally, when selecting an occupation template, the template's name is added to the
unit's types. For example, a human warrior would have the Human, Living, and
Warrior types.
CUSTOM OCCUPATIONS
You and your group should feel free to play it fast and loose when creating new
occupation templates. Decide on a spread of dice values (0-6 for Athletics and
Detect, 0-3 for the rest) and a couple of skill categories that reflect your concept.
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SKILLS COMPENDIUM
Like traits (special abilities available based on your species template), skills are
special abilities available to units based on occupation. Skill selections always count
against your ability limit according to rank.
Skills are organized by skill categories. When selecting skills for your units, you may
select skills that are covered by the categories belonging to the unit's occupation. You
may elect to take skills outside of those categories, but each such selection takes up
two slots in the unit's ability allowance. Any unit may select skills from the General
category as though they are granted by occupation.
GENERAL

COST

EFFECT

ALERT

+5

You gain a bonus kicker (6) to any Detect test
made to notice a sneaking enemy.

BEAST MASTER

+1

See the Wild trait (page 24).

DANGER SENSE

+2

You may retaliate even when assaulted from
behind.

ENTRENCH

+5

When you would be able to move and attack
with the same action, you may forgo any
movement to either gain a bonus bump (+2) to
OFF or increase an existing OFF bump by +1.

GIANT KILLER

+5

You may either gain a bonus OFF bump (+2) or
increase an existing OFF bump by +1 during
assaults with enemies that are larger than
yourself.

HORDESMAN

+2

Whenever you would be defeated, you may roll
a single die and, on a 5+, you are returned to
reserves instead. You must have the Minion
ability to select this skill.

INTIMIDATING

+6

Living enemy units engaged in a Melee assault
with you must succeed at an Arcane DEF test (6)
or reduce their OFF and DEF pools by one die
before rolls are made. *This is a Morale effect.

INTREPID

+3

You gain a bonus kicker (6) when making an
Arcane DEF test against a morale effect.

IRON WILL

+2

Immediately after making an Arcane DEF test,
you may re-roll any number of dice once.

LONE WOLF

+5

You gain a bonus re-roll during the re-roll phase
of any test provided there are no allies within
Detect range.
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GENERAL CON'T

COST

EFFECT

MINION

-5

Unless an allied unit with the Commander ability
is within Detect range, you may not be activated
with face cards except to be deployed. You gain
the Minion type. You may not possess this ability
if you are worth more than 1 VP.

NEGOTIATOR

+10

Whenever you would be assaulted by a Living,
non-Beast enemy unit with whom you share
Detect range, they must first pass a Technical
DEF test (5) or the assault is negated.

PACIFIST

-10

You may never use weapons and enemy units
defeated by you are returned to reserves, not sent
to captures.

PROPAGANDA

+50

When activated with a face card, you may make
a Technical assault against a Living, non-Beast
enemy unit with whom you share Detect range.
If you win, the enemy unit is sent to your
reserves and is under your control for the
duration of the battle.

TURNCOAT

+0

In place of activating this unit, you may choose
to give control to an enemy player for the
duration of the match. That player must use their
highest card to activate this unit as their first
action in any turn.

ACADEMICS

COST

EFFECT

BIOLOGICAL STUDY

+10

At the start of the game, choose a type possessed
by an enemy unit deployed to the map. So long
as an allied unit with this ability is on the map,
all allied units receive a bonus re-roll during
assaults with Living enemy units that also
possess the chosen type.

GEOGRAPHICAL
STUDY

+50

As long as at least one allied unit with this
ability is on the map, all allied units receive a +1
movement bonus.

MEDIC

+10

If you or an adjacent ally would be defeated, you
may make a Technical OFF test (6). If
successful, you are returned to reserves instead.
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ACADEMICS CON'T COST

EFFECT

SCIENTIFIC
ANALYSIS

+20

In place of deploying this unit, you may choose
an enemy unit from your captures and remove it
from the game (you will receive no VP for this
unit). For the duration of the turn, all deployed
allied units receive a bonus OFF bump (+2)
during assaults with enemy units which share a
type with the removed unit.

SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE

+50

When deploying this unit, choose a type
possessed by an enemy unit. Any enemy units of
that type that are sent to your captures while this
unit is on the map are worth +1 VP.

TACTICAL ANALYSIS

+100 If at least one allied unit with this ability is on
the map at the start of a turn, you gain a single
bonus VP.

ARCANA

COST

EFFECT

ARCANE CYPHER

+50

You and any units within your Detect range may
never cast spells or use psionic skills. You must
have at least one die in Arcane OFF.

ARCH-MAGE

+60

You may cast Black, Blue, Green, Red, and
White magic spells.

BLACK MAGE

+10

You may cast Black Magic spells.

BLUE MAGE

+10

You may cast Blue Magic spells.

BREATH OF THE
FORGE

+30

In place of a normal activation, you may make
an Arcane OFF test (6) and, if successful, return
an allied Construct from enemy captures to
reserves.

COUNTERSPELL

+25

Whenever a spell is cast or its effects occur
within your Detect range, you may make an
Arcane OFF test and, if you beat the casting test
made by the caster, negate the spell.

ELEMENTAL FURY

+2

Immediately after making an Arcane assault with
a spell with the Cold, Electricity, or Fire attack
type, you may re-roll all of your OFF dice once.

GREEN MAGE

+10

You may cast Green Magic spells.

IMPROVED
COUNTERSPELL

+50

Whenever a spell is cast or its effects occur
within your line of sight, you may make an
Arcane OFF test and, if you beat the casting test
made by the caster, negate the spell.
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ARCANA CON'T

COST

EFFECT

MAGIC ASSAULT

+20

In place of making a regular attack, you may
make an Arcane assault with the Magic type
against an enemy unit within Detect range. If
you win, the enemy is defeated.

NIMBLE CASTING

+2

You may move a single tile either before or after
casting a spell.

RED MAGE

+10

You may cast Red Magic spells.

WHITE MAGE

+10

You may cast White Magic spells.

ATHLETICS

COST

EFFECT

ACROBATIC

+3

Whenever you would be defeated by a Melee or
Ballistic assault, you may make an Athletics test
and, if at least two dice equal or exceed the
highest enemy OFF die, you are not defeated.

BALANCE

+3

When moving (not rushing) you treat all Rough
Terrain as Open Terrain.

MOUNTAINEER

+14

You may be deployed directly into any elevated
terrain and, during assaults in which you possess
higher ground, you gain an additional bonus reroll to DEF.

OLYMPIAN

+15

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
climb, leap, rush, or swim, you may re-roll any
number of dice once.

SKILLFUL CLIMBER

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
climb, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

SKILLFUL LEAPER

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
leap, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

SKILLFUL SWIMMER

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
swim, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

SPRINTER

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
rush, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

STEALTHY

+3

Immediately after making an Athletics test to
sneak, you may re-roll any number of dice once.

SWIFT

+5

When deployed, you may immediately be
activated with the same card.
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BALLISTICS

COST

EFFECT

ADVANCING
ASSAULT

+4

Whenever you move and make a Ballistic
assault, you may choose to decrease your
movement by 1 and gain a bump (+1) to OFF.

CAREFUL AIM

+4

When making a Ballistic assault activated by a
face card, you may re-roll a single enemy DEF
die during the re-roll phase.

CLOSE-QUARTER
TRAINING

+1

When making Ballistic assaults against adjacent
enemies, you do not suffer the usual -1 die
penalty to OFF.

DEATH BLOSSOM

+50

When making a Ballistic assault with a Burst
weapon activated by a face card, you may do so
as an area attack against all units within range,
though reduce your OFF dice pool by 1.

MOUNTED
MARKSMANSHIP

+6

When making a Ballistic assault activated by a
face card while mounted, you negate any
negative Ballistic OFF bumps imposed by the
mount.

MULTI-SHOT

+4

When making a Ballistic assault activated by a
face card, you may make an extra assault with
each other Ballistic weapon you have hands to
wield.

OVERWATCH

+10

When an enemy unit moves into your Detect
range, you may make a free Ballistics assault
against them, though reduce your OFF dice pool
by 1.

PIN DOWN

+5

If an enemy unit survives a ballistic assault you
made, they must pass an Arcane DEF test (6), or
may not be activated for the duration of the
round. This is a Morale effect.

RAPID SHOT

+4

When activated to move and assault, you may
forgo any movement and make an additional
Ballistic assault instead.

SHARPSHOOTER

+10

When making a Ballistic assault, you may either
reduce an enemy kicker granted by armor by -1
or negate the effects of cover granted to your
target.

SNIPER

+5

When making a Ballistic assault from higher
ground, you may either gain a bonus bump (+2)
to OFF or increase an existing OFF bump by +1.
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EFFECT

SPOTTER

+9

When an allied unit with whom you share Detect
range makes a Ballistic assault against an enemy
unit to which you also draw line of sight, you
may play an additional card from your hand and
grant the unit a bonus bump (+2) to OFF.

STEADY SHOT

+1

When making a ballistic assault from cover, you
gain a bonus OFF re-roll during the re-roll
phase.

STRAFE

+5

When activated to both move or rush and make a
Ballistic assault, you may make the assault at
any point during your movement, completing
any remaining movement after the assault is
resolved.

WARNING SHOT

+2

In place of making a Ballistic assault, you may
force a Living unit who is within range to make
an Arcane DEF test (6). If the test is failed, you
may immediately adjust the unit a single
increment in a direction of your choice. This is a
Morale effect.

LARCENY

COST

EFFECT

BACKSTAB

+4

When making a Melee assault from behind, you
may re-roll a single enemy DEF die during the
re-roll phase.

DISGUISE

+20

When deployed with a face card, you may return
a single enemy unit with whom you share at
least two types and take their place on the map.

HIDE IN PLAIN
SIGHT

+10

When sneaking, if you are in line of sight but
outside Detect range of an enemy unit, you may
act as though you are in cover.

INFILTRATE

+6

When deployed from reserves, you may be
placed into any tile that is not within an enemy
unit's line of sight.

LOOT

+10

You gain an additional VP when holding an
objective.

MISDIRECT

+5

Before making an assault within your Detect
range, you may make an Athletics test opposed
by the enemy unit's Detect test and, if you win,
may spin the enemy to a facing of your choice.
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LARCENY CON'T

COST

EFFECT

OPEN LOCK

+3

When making a Technical OFF tests to open a
door, you either gain a bump (+2) or increase an
existing bump by +1.

SCURRY

+2

When targeted for an assault, you may make an
opposed Athletics test with your attacker and, if
successful, adjust by one tile, nullifying the
assault if you are able to move out of range.

SHADOW STRIDE

+10

After moving into full cover, you may place
yourself anywhere on the map, provided you are
not within line of sight of an enemy unit. You
must have either the Magical Being type or at
least one die in Arcane OFF.

SPY

+10

Provided you have line of sight to an enemy
unit, in place of activating this unit, you may
make a Detect test (6) and, if successful, force
the controlling player to discard a card at
random.

STEALTH ASSAULT

+20

You do not lose your sneaking counter after
rushing, assaulting, or any other action.

MELEE

COST

EFFECT

CHARGE

+5

When making a Melee assault immediately after
a rush, you may either gain a bonus bump (+2)
to OFF or increase an existing OFF bump by +1.

CORNER

+1

When assaulting a unit that is adjacent to
impassable terrain and is between you and that
terrain, you may force them to pass an Arcane
DEF test (6), or lose the ability to retaliate. This
is a Morale effect.

COUNTERSTRIKE

+4

After successfully defending against a Melee
assault, you may make a free Melee assault
against the attacker, provided they are within
range.

CROWD FIGHTER

+4

During Melee assaults with you, enemy units
may not benefit from support.

DEFENSIVE DIVE

+2

Once per turn, you may gain a bonus bump (+2)
to DEF, though may not be activated to move or
rush for the rest of that turn.
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COST

EFFECT

DERVISH BLADE

+10

When making a Cutting Melee assault activated
by a face card, you may do so as an area attack
against all units within range.

DUELIST

+4

When engaged in a Melee assault with an enemy
unit who isn't benefiting from allied support, you
may re-roll a single enemy die during the re-roll
phase.

FERAL ASSAULT

+2

After testing for a Melee assault in which you
aren't using a Weapon, you may re-roll all of
your OFF dice once.

GRAPPLE

+20

When an adjacent enemy is activated, you may
make a Melee OFF test opposed by their Melee
DEF and, if you win, their action is negated.

GRUESOME DISPLAY

+5

Whenever you defeat an enemy unit in a Melee
assault, all Living units allied to the one defeated
within Detect range of the assault must succeed
at an Arcane DEF test (5) or return to reserves.
This is a Morale effect.

HIT AND RUN

+5

When activated to move (or rush) and make a
Melee assault, you may make the assault at any
point during your movement, completing any
remaining movement after the assault is
resolved.

IMPALE

+9

When you make a Piercing Melee assault at the
end of a rush or successfully interrupt a rushing
unit with a Piercing Melee assault, you gain a +3
bump to OFF.

JUMP IN

+3

When an adjacent ally is the target of a Melee
assault, you may move a single tile toward the
attacker before the assault is resolved.

MULTI-STRIKE

+4

When making a Melee assault activated by a
face card, you may make an extra assault with
each other Melee weapon you have hands to
wield.

OPPORTUNISTIC
COMBATANT

+4

Whenever an adjacent enemy moves away from
you, you may make a free Melee assault before
their move is resolved.
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COST

EFFECT

PRESSING STRIKE

+1

Assaults you make have the Press special effect.

RAGE

+1

Immediately after making a Melee assault test,
you may remove a single DEF die and re-roll all
of your OFF dice once per test.

RAPID STRIKE

+4

When activated to move (or rush) and attack,
you may forgo any movement and make an
additional Melee assault instead.

STRIKE OF
UNMAKING

+10

Whenever an enemy unit with the Construct or
Tech type would survive a Melee assault with
you, they must succeed at either an Arcane DEF
or Tech DEF test (5) or be defeated. You must
have either the Magical Being type or at least
one Arcane OFF die.

SWEEPING STRIKE

+10

When making a Smashing Melee assault
activated by a face card, you may do so as an
area attack against all units within range.

SWOOP

+20

When deployed you may be placed adjacent to
any enemy unit and may make a free Melee
assault against them. You must have the Wings
trait.

TRAMPLE

+5

When rushing, you may move through enemy
units that are smaller than you (though must end
your move in an unoccupied increment). Make a
single, unarmed Melee assault against each
model moved through this way.

VISCIOUS STRIKE

+9

Before making a Melee assault test, you may
reduce your DEF dice pool by 1 and either gain
a bonus bump (+2) to OFF or increase an
existing OFF bump by +1.

WAR DANCER

+3

You may move a single tile either before or after
making a Melee assault.

PSIONICS

COST

EFFECT

EMPATHIC
BLOODLUST

+50

In place of a normal activation when activated
by a face card, you may make an Arcane OFF
test (6) and, if successful, each Living unit
within Detect range must succeed at an Arcane
DEF test (5) or immediately move toward the
nearest unit and, if they are able, make a Melee
assault against them.
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COST

EFFECT

EMPATHIC DREAD

+20

In place of a normal activation when activated
by a face card, you may make an Arcane OFF
test and force all enemy units within Detect
range to either succeed at an Arcane DEF test
opposed by your OFF test or be returned to
reserves. This is a Morale-based test.

EMPATHIC
EMBOLDENING

+20

Allied units within Detect range of you may use
your Arcane DEF in place of their own.

EMPATHIC SUBDUAL

+5

Enemy units within Detect range of you that
would be activated to make an assault must first
succeed at an Arcane DEF test against a DV
equal to your Arcane OFF value+3 or the assault
is negated.

MENTAL ASSAULT

+20

In place of making a regular attack, you may
make an Arcane assault with the Psionic type
against a Living enemy unit within Detect range.
If you win, the enemy is defeated. Units that
survive this assault must succeed at an additional
Arcane DEF test (5) or count as though they
have already acted this turn.

TELEKINISIS

+15

When activated by a face card, in place of a
regular assault, you may make an Arcane OFF
test and move any target within line of sight up
to a number of increments equal to the highest
die result.

TELEPATHY

+50

Whenever you are activated with a face card,
you may count all living units on the map to be
within Detect range for the purpose of casting
spells, using Psionic skills, or issuing commands
for the rest of the turn.

TACTICAL

COST

EFFECT

ACE IN THE HOLE

+10

At the conclusion of the first turn, you may
choose a unit from reserves and deploy it into
any tile that is not within an enemy unit's line of
sight.

BEST LAID PLANS

+4

Provided this unit is on the map when drawing
activation cards, you may draw an extra card and
choose one to discard.
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COST

EFFECT

BODYGUARD

+10

When an adjacent allied unit is targeted for an
assault, draw a card and, if the value is greater
than the attacker's card, switch places and
become the target of the assault.

COMMANDER

+4

During the re-roll phase, you grant a bonus reroll to any test made by an allied unit with whom
you share Detect range.

DOGGED PURSUIT

+5

If an enemy unit within your Detect range moves
away from you, you may make a free movement
action directly toward them.

GROUNDED
DEFENSE

+2

During assaults with you, enemy units are not
granted a re-roll for being on higher ground.

GUERILLA COMBAT

+8

When fighting from cover, you may re-roll a
single opponent OFF or DEF die during the reroll phase.

INCURSION TEAM

+6

Each time a unit with this ability is deployed,
you may deploy an additional unit which shares
this ability for free.

INSPIRE

+4

Allied units for whom you are within line of
sight gain a bonus bump (+1) to any Arcane DEF
tests made against Morale-based effects.

MARCHING ORDERS

+10

When activated with a face card, in place of
taking your action, you may move every allied
unit with whom you share Detect range.

MASTER TACTICIAN

+4

Provided this unit is on the map when making an
initiative test for turn order, you may roll an
extra die and choose the highest result.

MOTIVATE

+20

When you would be activated using a face card,
you may choose instead to give your activation
to an allied unit with whom you share Detect
range who has already acted this turn.

OUTFLANK

+50

While on the map, any allied units that are
deployed may be placed within enemy
deployment zones.

PHALANX

+4

During the re-roll phase of a Melee or Ballistic
assault, you receive a bonus DEF re-roll for each
adjacent ally who shares this ability.
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COST

EFFECT

PRELIMINARY
BOMBARDMENT

+50

Provided you are on the map at the beginning of
the first turn, each allied unit within range of an
enemy unit may make a free Ballistic assault.

PUPPET MASTER

+10

When activated with a face card, you may forgo
that activation and use it to activate up to three
allied Minions with whom you share Detect
range.

RALLY

+10

In place of activating this unit, all allied units
with whom this unit shares Detect range may
move directly toward this unit.

REINFORCEMENT

+50

When activated with a face card, in place of
taking your action, you may return a single allied
Minion or Soldier from enemy captures to
reserves.

RETREAT

+3

When moving away from all enemy units within
line of sight, you may move a bonus number of
tiles equal to your Athletics score.

SENTINEL

+10

Whenever an enemy unit would be deployed
within your line of sight, you may immediately
deploy any single unit from reserves.

STALWART

+3

As long as you have not been activated during a
round, you gain a bonus re-roll to any DEF test
during the re-roll phase.

SUBDUE

+10

When you make a Melee assault with a Living
unit activated by a face card and it ends in a tie,
you may choose to return the enemy unit to
reserves.

TACTICAL
AUTONOMY

+30

After activating this unit, you may put the card
back into your hand rather than discard it. Only
one unit within your force may benefit from this
ability in a single turn.

TACTICAL
WITHDRAWAL

+2

When activated by a face card, after the action
has been resolved, you may return an allied unit
with whom you share Detect range to reserves.

TECHNICAL

COST

EFFECT

AGGRESSIVE HACK

+10

You may make a Technical assault against an
enemy unit within Detect range who has the
Tech type and, if you win, force them to return to
reserves.
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EFFECT

BUG

+2

Make a Technical assault against an adjacent
enemy unit. If you win, so long as that unit is on
the map at the start of each turn, you may view
the controlling player's hand at any time.

DEMOLITIONS
EXPERT

+50

As long as you have at least one unit with this
ability included in your force, all of your Blast
weapons increase that value by +1.

EVASIVE
MANEUVERS

+6

Whenever a vehicle you are piloting would be
defeated by a Ballistic assault, before rolling
save dice, you may make a Maneuverability test
and, if at least two dice equal or exceed the
highest enemy OFF die, the vehicle is not
defeated.

FEEDBACK

+20

When operating a Tech terrain feature, you may
choose to make a Technical OFF test (6) and if
successful, each unit adjacent to a Tech terrain
feature networked to that one must succeed at a
Technical DEF test (2d, counts as an Electrical
hazard). Targets of this effect may use any
kickers or bumps that would normally apply to
Ballistic DEF.

FIREWALL

+5

If you successfully operate a Tech terrain
feature, you may immediately make a Technical
OFF test (6) and, if successful, no enemy forces
may access that or any networked features for
the rest of the round.

JURY-RIG

+15

You grant a non-ablative save die (3) to any
adjacent ally with the Tech or Mechanical type.

RADIO IN

+20

While you are on the map, whenever a deploying
allied unit would be subject to Scatter rules, you
may roll a single die and either reduce or
increase the scatter range by that value.

REPURPOSE

+20

When an enemy unit with the Tech or
Mechanical type within Detect range would be
returned to reserves, you may make a Technical
OFF test (6) and, if successful, send them to
your reserves as an allied unit.

SABOTAGE

+5

You may make a Technical assault against an
adjacent opponent and, if you win, they may not
benefit from Equipment for the remainder of the
turn.
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EFFECT

SHORT CIRCUIT

+4

Whenever an enemy unit with the Tech type
successfully defends against a Tech assault you
make, the unit counts as though it has already
been activated this turn.

TECH WHIZ

+3

When using devices or operating Tech terrain
features, you may re-roll all of your Technical
OFF dice once immediately after rolling.
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ANIMALS AND MONSTERS
Though tactically limited, animals and monstrous beasts can make for powerful (if
somewhat unpredictable) units.
There are a number of attributes in which feral or monstrous units will feature an
N/A in place of a score. This means that there is no way such a unit can make such a
test (a dragon will never operate a computer and a goat will never fire a rocket
launcher). When designing custom animals and monsters (see Custom Species on
page 21), consider an N/A to cost the same as a bump mod of +0 (so, nothing).
All animals and monsters have the Living type as well as a type identical to their
name. Monsters have the Magical Being type. Cybernetics, Mutations, and
Undeath may be applied to animals and monsters just as with other Living units.
ANIMAL OCCUPATIONS: Because of their limited range, animals and monsters
do not possess an occupation template. Each die purchased for such a unit costs +3
points and they may possess 1-3 dice in any attribute without an N/A score. Athletics
and Detect may range from 1-6 dice. Animals may select skills from the General and
Athletics categories. Animals and monsters with an (non-N/A) Arcane OFF score
may select skills from the Arcana or Psionics lists (and may select spells in place of
skill selections similar to Constructs (page 35).

MOUNTED UNITS
Having a character mounted on a horse (or similar creature) can be a huge tactical
boon, and such strategies have won countless battles throughout history.
When making a mounted unit, purchase both the mount and the unit riding it. To
qualify as a mount, the riding unit must have a smaller Size value than the mount.
Mounted characters function as a single unit, and behave differently in the following
ways:
•

Mounted units use the mount's Athletics, traits, and skills when making
Athletics tests of any kind.

•

Mounted units combine species-granted bumps to Melee OFF, Melee DEF,
and Ballistic DEF.

•

The rider makes any Ballistic OFF tests, receiving a -2 bump penalty while
mounted.

•

You may activate a mounted character as a single unit or may choose to
activate the mount or rider independently.
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ANIMAL
Ape
Bear
Cattle
Crocodile
Deer/Elk
Elephant
Giant Rat
Great Cat
Horse
Pig/Boar
Wolf/Dog
MONSTER
Chimera
Dire Wolf
Dragon
Griffon
Harpy
Hellhound
Hydra
Manticore
Naga
Slime
Unicorn/ Pegasus
Wyvern

MO
+3
+4
+3
+4
+2
+4
-1
+4
+2
+1
+1
MO
+4
+3
+4
+4
+1
+2
+4/+1

+4
+1
+0
+3
+4

MD
+2
+3
+3
+4
+0
+4
-1
+2
+3
+1
+0
MD
+4
+2
+4
+3
+0
+1
+4
+3
+2
+4
+3
+3

BO
-2
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
BO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
+0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

BD
+2
+3
+3
+4
-2
+4
-1
+2
+3
+1
+1
BD
+4
+2
+4
+3
+1
+1
+4
+3
+2
+4
+3
+3

TO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TD
-1
-2
-4
-2
-2
-2
+0
-2
-2
-1
-1
TD
-2
-1
+0
-2
-1
-1
-2
-1
+0
+4
-1
-2

AO
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
AO
+0
N/A
+2
N/A
+0
N/A
N/A
+0
+4
N/A
+1
N/A

AD
+0
-1
-4
-3
-2
+0
-1
-1
-3
+0
+0
AD
-1
+0
+2
+0
-1
+1
-2
+0
+2
+4
+1
-2

AT
+2
+1
+0
+2
+3
+0
+2
+3
+3
+0
+2
AT
+2
+2
+2
+4
+3
+2
+0
+3
+1
-2
+3
+3

DE
+0
+4
+2
+0
+3
+1
+2
+3
+2
+4
+4
DE
+3
+4
+2
+4
+0
+4
+0
+3
+4
-4
+2
+1

TRAITS
SIZE
Adept Climber*, Ferocious, Scent
1x1
Ferocious*, Mammoth*, Scent*, Wild*
2x2
Craven, Ferocious, Mammoth*, Wild*
1x2
1x3
Amphibious*, Ferocious*, Mammoth*, Wild*
Bounding, Fleet, Gallop*, Wild*
1x2
Behemoth*, Ferocious, Scent*, Wild*
2x4
Adept Climber, Scent*, Sneaky*, Wild*
1x1
Ferocious*, Night Vision*, Scent*, Wind* 1x2
Craven, Fleet*, Mammoth, Gallop*, Wild* 1x2
Scent*, Stout, Wild*
1x1
Ferocious*, Fleet*, Scent*, Wild*
1x1
TRAITS
SIZE
Ferocious, Multi-Headed x2*, Wild*, Wings 2x3
Ferocious*, Fleet*, Scent*, Wild*
1x2
Breath of Fire, Ferocious*, Mammoth*, Wild*, Wings 2x3
Ferocious*, Mammoth, Wild*,Wings*
1x2
Ferocious, Horrifying, Wild, Wings*
1x1
Breath of Fire*, Ferocious*, Fireborn*, Scent*, Wild* 1x2
Fast Healing*, Ferocious*, Mammoth*, Multi-Headed*, Wild* 2x3
Ferocious*, Venomous*, Wild*, Wings*
1x2
1x2
Magical Affinity, Serpentine*, Venomous, Wild*
?
Shambling*, Undifferentiated*, Venomous, Wild*
Fleet*, Gallop*, Wild*, Wings
1x2
2x3

Ferocious*, Mammoth*, Venomous*, Wild*, Wings

COST
+31
+74
+15
+55
+20
+66
-11
+50
+43
+16
+27
COST
+70
+57
+108
+88
+35
+84
+130
+93
+80
+12
+78
+88
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EQUIPMENT
Once you've selected your unit's inherent components, it's time to give them their
equipment. Based on what the model is carrying (see the universal rule of
WYSIWYG) or what you envision the unit to be using (if you're playing with a more
relaxed commitment to that kind of thing), purchase the armor, weapons, or devices
and record them on the unit's record sheet. Equipment may grant special effects.
These will be detailed in a compendium after the equipment lists and on the Battle
Reference Card.
WEAPONS
Weapons will be the most common type of equipment in a wargame, and will be a
big factor in your strategy. Having multiple weapons can be expensive, but it can
provide a unit with options when making attacks. When making an assault, a
character must choose which of its carried weapons it is using (although special
abilities like Multi-Strike may allow you to use more than one). Barring special
abilities (like Extra Arm), each character is assumed to have two hands at their
disposal. Weapons either take one hand to use or, if they have the Two-Handed
special effect, may take both hands to wield.
MO (Melee OFF): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to Melee
OFF tests made during assaults using this weapon.
MD (Melee DEF): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to Melee
DEF tests made during assaults using this weapon.
BO (Melee OFF): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to
Ballistic OFF tests made during assaults using this weapon.
BD (Melee DEF): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to
Ballistic DEF tests made during assaults using this weapon.
TYPES: These are the types of damage the weapon deals when used. These are
important when compared to certain special abilities inherent to your opponents.
RNG: This determines how far the weapon may be used when making assaults (or
retaliating) with ballistic weapons. This value is added to the unit's Detect value
(number of dice + any applicable bumps).
MELEE WEAPON

MO

MD

TYPES

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

BATTLEAXE

+2

+0

Cutting

Penetrating

+11

CLUB

+1

-1

Smashing

Crushing Blow

+2
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MO

MD

TYPES

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

GREAT AXE

+3

+0

Cutting

Penetrating,
Two-Handed

+15

GREATSWORD

+2

+1

Cutting,
Piercing

Two-Handed

+15

HAND AXE

+1

+0

Cutting

Penetrating

+6

KNIFE

+0

+0

Cutting,
Piercing

Bonus OFF re-roll

+2

MACE

+1

+0

Smashing

Crushing Blow

+7

MAGI STAFF

+0

+1

Magic,
Smashing

Arcane OFF (+1),
Arcane Foci

+12

MAUL

+3

-1

Smashing

Crushing Blow,
Two-Handed

+11

PHASEBLADE

+4

+1

Cutting,
Energy,
Piercing

Phasing Strike

+47

POLEARM

+2

+1

Cutting,
Piercing

Reaching Strike,
Two-Handed

+18

RIOT SHIELD

+0

+2

Smashing

Cover (Heavy),
Defender,
Press

+53

SHIELD

+0

+1

Smashing

Cover (Light),
Defender,
Press

+27

SHIVERBLADE

+3

+1

Cutting,
Piercing

Armor Piercing

+34

SHOCK BATON

+2

+1

Smashing,
Energy:
Electrical

Crushing Blow,
EMP 5,
Stun

+28

SHORT SPEAR

+1

+0

Piercing

Ballistic OFF (+1),
Range: +1

+11

SPEAR

+2

+0

Piercing

Reaching Strike

+13

STAFF

+0

+1

Smashing

Crushing Blow,
Reaching Strike

+10

SWORD

+1

+1

Cutting,
Piercing

None

+11
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MO

MD

TYPES

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

TORCH

-1

-1

Fire

Illuminate 6

+1

TOWER SHIELD

+0

+1

Smashing

Athletics (-2),
Cover (Medium),
Defender,
Press

+27

WARHAMMER

+2

-1

Smashing

Crushing Blow

+7

BALLISTIC WEAPON BO

TYPES

RNG SPECIAL EFFECTS COST

ASSAULT PISTOL

+2

Piercing

+1

Armor Piercing,
Burst 2,
Close Quarters

+29

ASSAULT RIFLE

+3

Piercing

+4

Armor Piercing,
Burst 3,
Two-Handed

+45

ASSAULT SHOTGUN

+3/
+1

Piercing

+2

Armor Piercing,
Burst 1,
Close Quarters,
Two-Handed

+48

BLACK POWDER
PISTOL

+2

Piercing

-1

Armor Piercing,
Close Quarters,
Single-Shot

+19

BLUNDERBUSS

+1

Piercing

N/A

Spread 6,
Single-Shot,
Two-Handed

+21

BOW

+1

Piercing

+4

Penetrating,
Two-Handed,
Volley

+10

COMBAT LASER

+3

Piercing,
Energy

+10

Armor Piercing,
Two-Handed

+55

CROSSBOW

+2

Piercing

+3

Penetrating,
Single-Shot,
Two-Handed

+15

ELVEN BOW

+2

Magic,
Piercing

+7

Piercing,
Two-Handed,
Volley

+26

EMP GRENADES

N/A

Energy

+0

Blast 1,
EMP 6,
Scattering,
Volley

+32
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BALLISTIC CON'T

BO

TYPES

RNG SPECIAL EFFECTS COST

ENERGY CANNON

+4/
+2

Energy

+4

Armor Piercing,
Blast 1,
Heavy,
Two-Handed

+102

ENERGY CARBINE

+3/
+1

Energy

+5

Armor Piercing,
Burst 3,
Close Quarters,
Two-Handed

+69

ENERGY PISTOL

+3

Energy

+2

Armor Piercing,
Burst 2,
Close Quarters

+38

ENERGY RIFLE

+3/
+1

Energy

+6

Armor Piercing,
Burst 3,
Two-Handed

+73

ENERGY SNIPER
RIFLE

+3/
+1

Energy

+14

Armor Piercing,
Scoped,
Two-Handed

+119

FLAME THROWER

+4

Energy:
Fire

N/A

Heavy,
Stream 5,
Two-Handed

+33

FRAG GRENADES

+3

Piercing,
Smashing

+0

Armor Piercing,
Blast 1,
Scattering,
Volley

+52

GRENADE
LAUNCHER

**

**

+4

As Grenade**,
Two-Handed

+19

HEAVY ENERGY
RIFLE

+4/
+2

Energy

+8

Armor Piercing,
Burst 3,
Heavy,
Takedown 1,
Two-Handed

+126

HEAVY MACHINE
GUN

+4

Piercing

+4

Armor Piercing,
Burst 8,
Heavy,
Two-Handed

+68

LONG RIFLE

+3

Piercing

+10

Armor Piercing,
Two-Handed

+54
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BALLISTIC CON'T

BO

TYPES

RNG SPECIAL EFFECTS COST

MACHINE GUN

+2

Piercing

+2

Armor Piercing,
Burst 6,
Two-Handed

+41

MINIGUN

+4/
+2

Piercing

+6

Armor Piercing,
Burst 10,
Heavy,
Two-Handed

+126

MUSKET

+2

Piercing

+1

Armor Piercing,
Single-Shot,
Two-Handed

+20

PHASE PISTOL

+4/
+1

Energy

+4

Close Quarters,
Phasing Shot

+75

PHASE RIFLE

+4/
+2

Energy

+8

Phasing Shot,
Two-Handed

+123

PLASMA GRENADES

+4

Energy:
Fire

+0

Armor Piercing,
Blast 1,
Scattering,
Volley

+56

REVOLVER

+3

Piercing

+1

Armor Piercing,
Close Quarters

+29

RIFLE

+3

Piercing

+6

Armor Piercing,
Two-Handed

+42

ROCKET LAUNCHER +4/
+1

Energy:
Fire,
Piercing,
Smashing

+3

Armor Piercing,
Blast 2,
Heavy,
Scattering,
Two-Handed

+114

SHOTGUN

+3/
+1

Piercing

+2

Armor Piercing,
Close Quarters,
Two-Handed

+45

SLING

+0

Smashing

+3

Single-Shot

+2

SNIPER RIFLE

+4

Piercing

+8

Armor Piercing,
Scoped,
Two-Handed

+76

STUN GRENADES

+2

Energy

+0

Blast 1,
Non-Lethal
Scattering,
Stun,
Volley

+31
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ARMOR
Armor protects your units from enemy attacks. Armor may also either
hamper or enhance your movement or ability to see (Athletics and
Detect).
MD (Melee DEF): The value shown in this field represents a kicker granted to
Melee DEF tests made while wearing this armor.
BD (Ballistic DEF): The value shown in this field represents a kicker granted to
Ballistic DEF tests made while wearing this armor.
AT (Athletics): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to Athletics
tests made while wearing this armor. This value also increases movement speed.
DE (Detect): The value shown in this field represents a bump granted to Detect tests
made while wearing this armor. This value also increases Detect range.
ARMOR

MD

BD

AT

DE

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

ARMOR POD

6

6

+1

+1

Impenetrable,
Life Support,
Melee OFF kicker (4),
Save Die (5)
Adds Tech type and
increases size values by
+1

+186

ENVIRO-ARMOR

5

5

-2

+1

Bonus kicker (5) versus
Energy attacks/hazards,
Impenetrable,
Life Support,
Save Die (2)

+71

HEARTSUIT

2

2

+0

+0

Bonus kicker (3) versus
Energy attacks/hazards.
Save Die (1)

+28

HIDES

1

1

+0

+0

Bonus kicker (3) against
Cold attacks/hazards

+13

IMPACT ARMOR

4

5

-1

+0

Bonus kicker (5) versus
Piercing attacks/hazards,
Impenetrable

+55

JUNKMAIL

1d6

1d6

-1

+0

None

+40

LEATHERS

1

1

+0

+0

None

+10
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ARMOR CON'T

MD

BD

AT

DE

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

MAIL

2

2

-1

+0

None

+15

1d6-2 1d6-2 +0

+0

None

+15

PIECEMEAL
PLATE ARMOR

3

3

-2

-1

Bonus kicker (2) versus
Smashing
attacks/hazards

+15

POWER ARMOR

6

6

+0

+1

Impenetrable,
Life Support,
Melee OFF kicker (3),
Save Die (4)
Adds Tech type

+166

PRESSURE SUIT

4

3

-2

-1

Bonus kicker (4) versus
Energy attacks/hazards,
Life Support

+25
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DEVICES
Devices are technological gadgets that give your units an edge. Each
device functions as a special ability.
DEVICE
GRAV-PACK

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

You may choose to ignore terrain effects and
elevation while moving and gain a +4 movement
increase when doing so but must pass a Technical
OFF test (4) or be defeated. Additionally, when
deployed, you may be placed into any increment.

+32

When activated, you may negate darkness in a
single increment up to ten increments away.

+2

LANTERN

Grants Illuminate 8, though requires a hand.

+8

MED KIT

Whenever a Living allied unit within Detect range
would be defeated, you may make a Technical Off
test (6) and, if successful, the unit is returned to
reserves instead.

+5

META-TOOL**

You gain a bonus re-roll whenever you make a
Technical OFF or Technical DEF test.

+2

MISTER MEDIC

You and any adjacent allied units benefit from a
bonus, non-ablative save die (3). Units must have
the Living type to benefit from this device.

+60

FLASHLIGHT

NETWORKED
All allied units that share this ability count as
COMMUNICATION sharing Detect range regardless of distance or
**
obstacles.

+2

NIGHT VISION
GOGGLES

You negate any penalties imposed by darkness.

+1

OMNICASE**

When activated with a face card, you may choose to
use any single device or weapon possessed by an
allied unit still in reserves for the remainder of the
turn.

+20

OMNITOOL**

You gain a bonus re-roll and a bonus kicker (5)
whenever you make a Technical OFF or Technical
DEF test.

+52

PERSONAL FORCE You gain a save die (5).
FIELD**
REPAIR KIT

When an allied Tech unit within Detect range would
be defeated, you may make a Technical OFF test (6)
and, if successful, the unit is returned to reserves.

+25
+5
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DEVICE CON'T

SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

ROLLER SKATES

The first two increments of Open Terrain that you
move through do not count against your movement
allowance, though Rough Terrain costs twice as
much and you receive a -2 bump to climb tests.

-2

STEALTH FIELD
GENERATOR**

You are always considered to be sneaking,
regardless of cover or actions. You gain a bonus
kicker (6) to Athletics tests made to avoid detection.

+100

TARGETING
RETICLE

When making a Ballistic assault activated by a face
card, you gain a bonus bump (+4) to OFF.

+20

You may make a Technical assault against an
adjacent enemy unit with the Tech type, defeating
them if you win. If they are able to retaliate, they
may choose to do so with their Melee OFF value.

+4

TECH SPIKES**

TOOLKIT**

You gain a bonus re-roll during the re-roll phase
whenever you make a Technical OFF test.
**These devices may be purchased for vehicles at cost x2. (see page 76.)

+1

CUSTOM EQUIPMENT: As with species and occupations, you're encouraged to
create your own equipment as well. As with the other stuff, we'd love to hear about
your creations, and if we feel like they're balanced, we'll add them to the canon on
our site!
COMPONENT

COST/EFFECT

Positive Bumps

Each +1 bump value is 5 points. (Max +4 per bump.) All
bumps after the first cost double.

Negative Bumps

Each -1 bump value is 5 points. (Max -4 per bump.) All
bumps after the first cost double.

Kickers

Each kicker has a cost equal to it's value x5. Kickers with
a value of 6 (the max value) are worth double (60 points).
(DEF kickers granted against specific damage types have
a cost equal to their value.)

Save Dice

Each save die has a cost equal to the value x5. Save dice
with a value of 6 (the max value) cost double (60 points).

Types

No cost for the first type, each additional type increases
the cost by +1.

Range

Range cost is equal to the range value times the total
bump values (counting all bump values after the first
twice).

Special Effects

Choose from the special effects compendium.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS COMPENDIUM
The following special effects may be found throughout the preceding equipment
section. Each effect has a cost value which is already included in any of the
equipment listed in the book (though is included here for the purposes of designing
custom equipment). Cost list with an “R” mean that the effect is “ranked.” Ranked
effects stack each time they are selected.
SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

EFFECT

ARCANE FOCI

+1

While carrying this item, you gain a bonus reroll during the re-roll phase when making an
Arcane OFF test.

ARMOR PIERCING

+10

When attacking with this weapon, reduce a
single enemy armor kicker by ½ (rounding
down).

BLAST

Rx50 The assault creates an area effect that spreads out
a number of increments equal to this value from
the increment occupied by the target.

BURST

Rx3

When making an assault with this weapon, you
may use each value to either create an area
effect, adding an increment per use (all
increments of the area effect must be connected),
or to gain a bonus OFF re-roll during the re-roll
phase.

CLOSE QUARTERS

+1

You do not suffer the -1 OFF dice pool penalty
when making Ballistic assaults against adjacent
enemies.

COVER (LIGHT)

+20

While carried, you count as being in light cover
when targeted for a ballistic assault.

COVER (MEDIUM)

+30

While carried, you count as being in medium
cover when targeted for a ballistic assault.

COVER (HEAVY)

+40

While carried, you count as being in heavy cover
when targeted for a ballistic assault.

CRUSHING BLOW

+1

When an opponent successfully defends against
this weapon but does so without an uncontested
6, they may not be activated for the rest of the
round.

DEFENDER

+2

You may use the DEF bump granted by this
equipment as long as you have a hand to use it.
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COST

EFFECT

EMP

Rx2

Whenever a unit with the Tech type survives an
assault from this weapon, they must succeed at a
Technical DEF test against a DV equal to the
value or be returned to reserves.

HEAVY

-1

You may not make an assault with this weapon
during the same turn that you move or rush.

ILLUMINATE

Rx1

Negate darkness in a radius equal to the rank.

IMPENETRABLE

+5

The kickers granted by this armor may not be
modified by the Penetrating or Armor Piercing
special effects.

LIFE SUPPORT

+1

While worn, you are immune to atmospheric
hazards and attacks (poison gas, vacuum, et
cetera).

NON-LETHAL

+0

When a unit would be defeated by this weapon,
they are sent back to reserves instead.

PENETRATING

+1

When attacking with this weapon, reduce a
single enemy armor kicker by 1.

PHASING
STRIKE/SHOT

+20

When attacking with this weapon, negate any
enemy armor kickers except for those that
protect exclusively against Energy damage.

PRESS

+1

When an opponent successfully defends against
this weapon but does so without an uncontested
6, you may push them 1 increment away.

REACHING STRIKE

+1

When making or retaliating against a Melee
assault with this weapon, you may do so against
opponents up to 1 increment away from you.

SCOPED

+14

Provided you don't move or rush in the same
turn that you make an assault with this weapon,
your range value is multiplied by 10.

SCATTERING

-4

SILENCER

+10

After choosing a target but before tests are made,
roll a single die. If the value is equal to or under
your Ballistic OFF (or other attribute if used for
special deployment) the target is selected as
normal. If you roll above this value, roll two
dice, add them, and target an increment in a
random direction from your chosen target at a
distance equal to the value rolled.
You may make Ballistic assaults with this
weapon without losing your sneaking token.
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COST

EFFECT

STREAM

Rx3

Attacks from this weapon function as an area
effect that extends a number of increments equal
to the value in a straight line away from you.

STUN

+2

Living units that survive an attack from this
weapon must succeed at a DV 6 Melee DEF test
or be returned to reserves.

TAKEDOWN

Rx5

When an enemy rolls a save die after being
defeated by an attack with this weapon, you may
bump the die result up equal to the value of this
effect.

TWO-HANDED

-1

The weapon requires two hands to wield.

VOLLEY

+2

Provided there is no impassable terrain above
you or your target, you may make an assault
with this weapon even if you can't draw line of
sight, though reduce your OFF dice pool by 1
when doing so.
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MAGIC
Magic can be a powerful and versatile addition to any force.
Purchasing Spells: Spells may be purchased in one of two ways:
1: A spell may be purchased for a single character, recording it on their sheet and
adding its cost to the character's abilities section. Any character may purchase a spell
in this way, though must have at least one Arcane OFF to be able to attempt casting
the spell. Purchasing a spell in this way takes up an ability allotted by rank.
2: A spell may be purchased as part of a Tome. A tome is a collection of spells with a
point value equal to their combined cost. While your force possesses a tome, any
character in your force may attempt to cast that spell, provided they have the right
skill that allows them to cast spells of that color (Black Mage, Red Mage, et cetera).
Casting Spells: To cast a spell, you must discard a card from your hand that matches
the suit type (hearts, diamonds, et cetera) of the spell and equals or exceeds the
spell's minimum card value.
Once a unit has been activated to cast a spell, they must make an Arcane OFF test
against the spell's casting DV. If the test is successful, you may follow the spell's
effects. If the test fails, the spell fizzles and the action is lost.
Whenever a spell is cast with a card that exceeds the minimum value by at least one,
the casting unit may take any other actions normally allowed for being activated with
that card either before or after the spell has been cast. For example, if a unit uses a
Five of Spades to cast a Curse spell (a spell that require a Two of Spades or higher),
they may use the card to move either before or after they cast the spell.
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BLACK SPELLS
(+20) [BANE PLAGUE] DV: 6, SUIT: Spades 10+
Choose a single type. All Living units within Detect range that also possess the
chosen type must succeed at an Arcane DEF test (6) or be defeated.
(+4) [CURSE] DV: 3, SUIT: Spades 2+
Cast in reaction to an enemy unit making a test within your line of sight. You may reroll a single enemy die of your choice during the re-roll phase.
(+4) [DEATHLY SLUMBER] DV: N/A, SUIT: Spades 4+
Make an Arcane assault against an adjacent Living enemy unit. If you win, the unit is
returned to reserves. If you win with an uncontested 6, they are removed from the
game.
(+8) [DEATH TENDRIL] DV: N/A, SUIT: Spades 8+
Make an Arcane assault against a Living enemy unit within Detect range x2. If you
win, the unit is returned to reserves. If you win with an uncontested 6, they are
removed from the game.
(+11) [DEMON FORM] DV: 5, SUIT: Clubs 10+
Choose either yourself or an allied unit within Detect range. For a number of turns
equal to your Arcane OFF x2, the unit gains the Fireborn and Wings traits and a
bonus Melee OFF bump (+3).
(+10) [ENERVATION] DV: N/A, SUIT: Clubs 6+
Make an Arcane assault against a Living enemy unit within Detect range x2. If you
win, the unit is defeated. If the unit survives, they must succeed at an Arcane DEF
test (6) or reduce all of their dice pools by 1 for the remainder of the turn.
(+4) [GHOST BLADE] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 4+
Choose either yourself or an adjacent allied unit. For a number of turns equal to your
Arcane OFF, all of the unit's Melee weapons gain the Magic attack type and may
benefit from the Phasing Strike special effect.
(+10) [SYPHON LIFE] DV: N/A, SUIT: Spades 4+
Make an Arcane assault against an adjacent Living enemy unit. If you win, the unit is
defeated and you may either return a save die you possess to its original value or
return a Living or Undead allied unit from enemy captures into an adjacent,
unoccupied tile.
(+10) [WAVE OF DREAD] DV: N/A, SUIT: Clubs 7+
Make an Arcane OFF test. Each enemy unit for whom you are within Detect range
must succeed at an opposed Arcane DEF test or be returned to reserves. This is a
Morale effect.
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WHITE SPELLS
(+20) [ASTRAL PROJECTION] DV: 6, SUIT: Diamonds 10+
For a number of rounds equal to your Arcane OFF, you may cast spells as though
you are occupying any point on the map that you choose when the spell is cast. If
you fail a casting test, you are returned to reserves.
(+2) [BLADE OF LIGHT] DV: 4, SUIT: Diamonds 4+
Choose either yourself or an allied unit within Detect range. For a number of rounds
equal to your Arcane OFF x2, the unit adds the Magic attack type to any weapons
and negates darkness effects in a 10 increment radius.
(+4) [BLESS] DV: 3, SUIT: Hearts 2+
Cast in reaction to an allied unit making a test within your line of sight. You may
grant that test a single bump (+2).
(+15) [CIRCLE OF PROTECTION] DV: 5, SUIT: Hearts 8+
For a number of turns equal to your Arcane OFF, you and all allied units within
Detect range gain a bonus kicker (6) to any DEF test.
(+4) [EXORCISM] DV: N/A, SUIT: Diamonds 4+
Make an Arcane assault against an adjacent enemy unit with the Demon or Undead
type. If you win, the unit is returned to reserves. If you win with an uncontested 6,
they are removed from the game.
(+20) [GRACE OF THE GODS] DV: 6, SUIT: Hearts 10+
You may grant either yourself or an allied unit within Detect range a bonus save die
(6) for the remainder of the battle.
(+2) [HEALING HAND] DV: 5, SUIT: Hearts 6+
Cast in response to an adjacent allied Living unit being sent to enemy captures. If
you succeed, the unit is sent to reserves instead.
(+5) [REPEL] DV: N/A, SUIT: Diamonds 7+
Make an Arcane assault against an enemy unit within Detect range x2. If you win,
you may immediately perform a rush action with that unit to move them away from
you.
(+2) [UNBIND] DV: N/A, SUIT: Hearts 8+
Make an Arcane assault against a unit within Detect range x2. If successful, you may
either defeat the unit if they possess the Magical Being type or, if they are currently
under the effects of a spell, negate those effects.
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RED SPELLS
(+10) [AIR SLASH] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 8+
Choose either yourself or an allied unit within Detect range x2. That unit may
immediately make a free Melee assault that affects every unit within a straight line a
number of increments equal to your Detect value in length. Enemies may not
retaliate against this assault.
(+10) [BLAZING AURA] DV: 4, SUIT: Diamonds 4+
Choose either yourself or an adjacent unit. For a number of turns equal to your
Arcane OFF, the target gains a bonus kicker (4) to Melee OFF and adds the Fire and
Magic types to Melee attacks it melee attacks.
(+50) [FIREBALL] DV: 6, SUIT: Diamonds 10+
Choose a tile within Detect range +4. Make an Arcane assault against any units in or
adjacent to the tile. You gain bonus kicker (5) to OFF (Fire/Magic attack). Targets of
this assault may not retaliate. Targets of this spell may use any DEF kickers or
bumps that would normally apply to Ballistic DEF.
(+15) [FLAMING BOLT] DV: N/A, SUIT: Diamonds 5+
Make an Arcane assault against an enemy unit within Detect range x2. This is a
Fire/Magic attack. The target of this spell may use any DEF kickers or bumps that
would normally apply to Ballistic DEF.
(+40) [LIGHTNING BOLT] DV: 6, SUIT: Diamonds 10+
You may make an Arcane assault against an opponent within Detect +8 range,
gaining a bonus kicker (5) to OFF (Electricity/Magic attack). Targets of the assault
may not retaliate. If you win the assault, you may immediately make an identical
assault against another target, provided they are within range of the spell. You may
continue to do this until you either lose the assault or have no targets within range.
You gain a bonus OFF kicker (6) against units with the Tech type and another bonus
kicker (6) if a target is occupying a water tile.
(+20) [POWER STRIKE] DV: 5, SUIT: Diamonds 4+
Play this in response to either you or an allied unit within Detect range entering a
Melee assault. The target gains a bonus kicker (6) to OFF and the attack gains the
Magic type.
(+10) [THUNDER CLAP] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 7+
Make an Arcane assault against all Living units within Detect range of you. Targets
of this assault may not retaliate. Any unit that fails to defend against this assault
counts as though they have already been activated this round.
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GREEN SPELLS
(+10) [BEAST FORM] DV: 5, SUIT: Clubs 8+
Choose either yourself (if you possess the Living type) or a single Living unit within
Detect range. For a number of turns equal to your Arcane OFF, you grant the target
the Beast type and a bonus bump (+1) in Melee OFF, Melee DEF, Ballistic DEF,
Athletics, and Detect.
(+50) [CHRONO-SHIFT] DV: 6, SUIT: Hearts Jack+
You may undo the events of the previous turn, provided they occurred within your
line of sight.
(+50) [EARTH'S EMBRACE] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 6+
Choosing a 2x2 increment of earthen terrain (natural, un-worked earth or stone)
within line of sight, you force all units that are within that area to make an Athletics
test (6). For each unit that fails the test, roll a single die. On a 1-2, the unit it returned
to reserves. On a 3+, the unit is defeated.
(+30) [ENTANGLE] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 9+
For a number of rounds equal to your Arcane OFF, any enemy unit that is activated
while within Detect range that is occupying an increment of earthen terrain (natural,
un-worked earth or stone) must succeed at a Melee DEF test opposed by your Arcane
OFF. If they fail this test, their activation is canceled and the card is discarded.
(+10) [GROWTH] DV: 6, SUIT: Clubs 10+
Choose either yourself or a single unit within Detect range. For a number of turns
equal to your Arcane OFF, the target doubles their size, gains a +4 bump to Melee
OFF, Melee DEF, and Ballistic DEF, and gains a bonus save die (5).
(+20) [GUST] DV: 5, SUIT: Diamonds 8+
Draw an area effect equal to your Detect range in a straight line directly away from
you. All units within that area are pushed back a number of increments equal to your
Detect range (as far as they can be moved without meeting an obstruction) and must
succeed at a Ballistic DEF test (5) or be defeated.
(+10) [REJUVINATION] DV: 6, SUIT: Hearts 5+
Return a an allied Living unit from enemy captures to reserves. If the unit possesses
any save dice granted by species traits, reset them to their starting value.
(+10) [STONE FORM] DV: 6, SUIT: Clubs 8+
Choose either yourself or a single unit within Detect range. For the rest of the turn
the unit may not be activated but gains a bonus kicker (6) to any Melee or Ballistic
DEF test.
(+20) [WINDSTORM] DV: 6, SUIT: Diamonds 10+
For a number of turns equal to you Arcane OFF, all units within Detect range x4
move at ½ distance and suffer a -4 bump to Ballistic OFF tests.
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BLUE SPELLS
(+10) [ALLURE] DV: 4, SUIT: Hearts 4+
Choose either yourself or a single unit within Detect range. For a number of rounds
equal to your Arcane OFF, any enemy unit that targets you for an assault must
succeed at an Arcane DEF test (6) or the assault is negated.
(+20) [GHOSTWALK] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 8+
Choose either yourself or a single unit within Detect range x2. For the duration of the
turn, the unit may move unencumbered, ignoring rough terrain, impassable terrain,
enemy unitsand water effects, though must end their movement in open terrain. In
addition, they are immune to Cutting, Piercing, and Smashing attacks and hazards.
(+20) [MAGIC LEAP] DV: 6, SUIT: Diamonds 6+
Either you or an allied unit within Detect range x2 may move directly to a location
within your line of sight.
(+20) [MENTAL DOMINATION] DV: N/A, SUIT: Diamonds 10+
You may make an Arcane assault against a Living enemy unit within detect range. If
you win, the unit becomes a member of your force for a number of rounds equal to
your Arcane OFF.
(+20) [OBFUSCATION] DV: 5, SUIT: Spades 6+
Choose either yourself or a single unit within Detect range. For a number of rounds
equal to your Arcane OFF, the unit always counts as sneaking regardless of cover
and gains a bonus kicker (6) to their Athletics tests to avoid detection.
(+10) [PHANTASMAL HORROR] DV: 4, SUIT: Diamonds 8+
Make an Arcane OFF test. Each enemy unit for whom you are within Detect range
must succeed at an Arcane DEF test (made against your OFF test) or be returned to
reserves.
(+30) [SEMBLANCE] DV: 6, SUIT: Spades 10+
Choose an allied unit from reserves. You may return a single enemy unit that shares
at least two types with the chosen unit, return it to reserves and deploy your chosen
ally in their position.
(+10) [WIZARD'S HAND] DV:5, SUIT: Diamonds 6+
Choose a unit or other applicable target within line of sight. Make an Arcane OFF
test opposed by the Target's Melee DEF. If you win, move the target a number of
increments equal to your highest uncontested OFF die.
(+50) [WORLD DOOR] DV:6, SUIT: Spades 10+
Choose an allied unit from your sideboard (see page 20). You may immediately
deploy that unit anywhere within line of sight.
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VEHICLES
Vehicles are powerful units that give a considerable advantage on the battlefield.
Each vehicle requires a pilot, and any character unit with at least one Technical
OFF die may pilot a vehicle. All vehicles have the Vehicle type in addition to the
Tech and/or Mechanical types.
ATTRIBUTES: Vehicles do not possess Arcane OFF/DEF (using Ballistic DEF to
resist any damaging Arcane effect). Vehicles do not possess an Athletics value either.
All vehicles have the following two attributes instead:
MANEUVERABILITY: This value represents a vehicle's agility. A vehicle may
have up to 3 dice in Maneuverability. This combines with the pilot's Technical OFF
value up to a total of 6 dice when making tests.
SPEED: This value can range up to any number, and determines how many
increments a vehicle may move in a given round. There are no dice associated with
this value and you never need to make a Speed test.

TRANSPORT: Each vehicle has two values that determine the capacity for
transporting your units. Transport Capacity determines a total combined Size value
(adding up the Size of all occupying units). Max Occupant is the maximum size that
any single unit within the vehicle may possess. For example, a tank that has a
Transport Capacity of 2x3 and a Max Occupant of 1x1 could fit up to six 1x1 units.
When a unit inside a vehicle wishes to disembark, reduce their movement value by
½. The unit must move from any visible exit point on the vehicle model.
MOVING WITH VEHICLES: When moving a vehicle, it must move in a straight
line. It only requires a move activation to do so, and may never rush. A vehicle may
turn up to 45 degrees a number of times per movement equal to the vehicle's total
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Maneuverability dice (including the pilot's Technical OFF). Each time a vehicle
turns, it loses 2 increments of movement speed.
MELEE ASSAULTS: Generally, unless fitted with robotic arms, a vehicle is
incapable of make a Melee assault, possessing a 0 in the Melee OFF value. Instead,
vehicles may make an approximation in the following ways:
RUNNING OVER: A vehicle may move through any units that are up to ½ the
vehicle's Size (though must end their movement in unoccupied terrain). Any unit
moved through this way must succeed at either a Melee DEF or Athletics test
opposed by a Melee DEF test made by the vehicle.
RAMMING: A vehicle that moves in a straight line to collide with another vehicle
(or other unit that is over ½ the vehicle's Size) is considered to ram it. When
ramming, each vehicle engages in a Melee assault, using Melee DEF values in place
of Melee OFF. Each vehicle gains a bonus kicker to OFF equal to the total movement
made in a straight line to reach the collision (once a kicker has maxed out at 6,
continue adding these points into an additional kicker).
BALLISTIC ASSAULTS: Generally, unless fitted with A.I., a vehicle is incapable
of make a Ballistic assault, possessing a 0 in the Ballistic OFF value. Any unit
occupying a vehicle may man one of its weapons (using an assault activation for that
unit), using their own Ballistic OFF value. The unit must possess at least one
Technical OFF to do so. If a vehicle has moved over half it's Speed value, Ballistic
assaults suffer a -2 bump penalty for the remainder of the round. Facing is very
important when making Ballistic assaults from a vehicle. Take the model's weapon
position into account when targeting for an assault.
VEHICLES AND DAMAGE: When a vehicle would be defeated, it is considered
to be in enemy captures, though you should leave it on the table to function as terrain
for the remainder of the match. Each occupant in a vehicle must test either Melee or
Ballistic DEF against the result that destroyed it or be defeated as well. Most
vehicles will have a number of save dice to protect them from being destroyed.
When a save die value is rolled and tied, the vehicle is not returned to reserves like a
regular unit. Instead, roll a single die:
ROLL
1

EFFECT
The vehicle is destroyed in a spectacular fashion and is defeated AND
removed from the map (along with any occupants).

2-3

The vehicle stalls and may not be activated for the remainder of the round.

4-6

A single weapon is destroyed though (attacker's choice). If there is no
weapon to destroy, this effect counts as a stall instead.

Detect Bumps: If a vehicle has bumps in Detect, those bumps also apply to Detect
tests made by any occupants (positive or negative)
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CREATING A VEHICLE
COMPONENT

COST/EFFECT

Positive Bumps

Each +1 bump value is 5 points. (Max +4 per bump.)

Negative Bumps

Each -1 bump value is 5 points. (Max +4 per bump.)

Attribute Dice

Each die adds 3 points to the cost.

Save Dice

Each save die has a cost equal to the value x5. Save dice
with a value of 6 (the max value) cost double (60 points).

Speed

You may choose any number for Speed. The vehicle's
speed is multiplied by a value equal to the total combined
bumps and save dice values to determine cost.

Size

No cost, choose based on the increments the base take up.

Transport Capacity

Must be equal to or lower than the vehicle's size. The
cost is the combined value multiplied by 10.

Maximum Occupant

You may chose any value, provided that value would fit
within the Transport Capacity. The cost is 20 points per
increment.

Features

Choose from the Feature compendium.

Types

No cost.

SIZE
(length + width)

MAX
DICE

MAX
BUMP

MAX SAVE
DICE

MAX TRANSPORT
INCREMENTS

1

2

+1

4

1

2

2

+2

5

2

3

3

+3

6

3

4

3

+4

6/2

4

5

3

+4/+1

6/4

5

Et Cetera...

Et Cetera... Et Cetera...

Et Cetera...

Weapons and some devices (see page 63) may be purchased for a vehicle at cost x2.
Weapons added to vehicles may benefit from the following special features:
SPECIAL EFFECTS

COST

EFFECT

SUPER-HEAVY

+30

The weapon may only be mounted to a vehicle
(or emplacement) and gains a bonus kicker (5) to
OFF and the Takedown 1 special effect.

TURRET-MOUNTED

+10

The weapon may be fired regardless of facing.
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VEHICLE FEATURE COST
A.I.

+50

EFFECT
The vehicle may be activated to move or assault
without a pilot. Adds the Robot and Tech types.

ARMOR PLATING
(HEAVY)

+120 You gain a bonus kicker (6) to Melee and
Ballistic DEF.

ARMOR PLATING
(LIGHT)

+40

You gain a bonus kicker (4) to Melee and
Ballistic DEF.

ARMOR PLATING
(MEDIUM)

+50

You gain a bonus kicker (5) to Melee and
Ballistic DEF.

FLYER

+40

You may ignore terrain effects and elevation
while moving or rushing. Enemy units gain a
bonus OFF kicker (6) when you ram them and,
when rolling stall on the Vehicle Damage
Chart, you must succeed at a DV 6/6
Maneuverability test or be defeated.

OPEN FACED

-20

Units being transported in the vehicle may be
targeted for assaults as normal, though benefit
from Heavy Cover.

ROBOTIC ARM

+90

You may make Melee assaults and benefit from
a bonus kicker (5) to Melee OFF as well as the
Serpentine trait.

SEARCH LIGHTS

+10

The vehicle and any occupants negate any
penalties imposed by darkness.

SKIMMER

+20

You may treat all non-elevated terrain as Open
Ground while moving.

TANK TREADS

+50

When moving, treat Rough Terrain as Open
Terrain. You gain a bonus kicker (4) to your
Melee DEF test when running units over.

TARGETING ARRAY

+30

When making Ballistic assaults activated by a
face card, reduce static DVs by one and enemy
DEF dice pools by 1 before rolls are made.

TURBO-BOOSTERS

+30

You may choose to move twice as far though,
while doing so, must succeed at a DV 6
Maneuverability test each time you turn or roll
on the Vehicle Damage Chart.

WALKER

Rx6

You possess an Athletics value equal to the ranks
in this feature and may to rush, climb, and leap.

WHEELS

+0

The first five increments of Open Terrain that
you move through do not count against your
Speed.
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VEHICLE MO MD BO

BD
1

12

2x6

2x2

TO TD DE MA SP TC MxO
0/-1

TYPE
Mechanical, Tech

FEATURES

Armor Plating (Medium),

24

2x3

1x1

Mechanical, Tech

Armor Plating (Med.),

SIZE SD VALUE

3x7

828

2

6/6

0

3/+4/+2

3/+4/+2

0

0

A.P.C.

3

1,707

50

3/+2 3/+2

6/5

3

0

*Movement speed determined by rider's Athletics (this vehicle may be used to rush).
3/+4/+2

3x8

A.P.C. Features Continued: Heavy Machine Gun (Turret-Mounted), Networked Communications**, Search Lights, Wheels
Open-Faced, Wheels
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
0* 1x1 1x1
Mechanical
1x2

3

0

3/+4/+2

Bicycle

0

Hover Car
0

0

3/+4/+2

2/+3

2/+4

0

0

0

3/+4/+2

2/+3

2/+4

0

0

0
2

2
0

0/-2

3

1

20

20

1x1

2x2

1x1

1x1

Mechanical, Tech

Mechanical, Tech

Armor Plating (Light),

Open Faced,

Searchlights, Skimmer

6x12

1x2

2x4

6/5

5

6/4

1,584

329

541

Grav Gunship Features Continued: A.I., Energy Cannons (Super-Heavy) x2, Flyer, Minigun, Networked Communications**, Search Lights, Targeting Array

Grav Gunship

Hovercycle

0

2

0/+1

2

30

1x1

1x1

Mechanical/Tech

Hovercycle Features Continued: Search Lights, Skimmer
Jet

3/+4

0

3/+4

0

3

2/+2

0

8

1x1

1x1

Mechanical, Tech

Armor Plating (Heavy),

6x6

6/6/6

10

2x3

2x2

1x1

1x1

Mechanical, Tech

Mechanical

Armor Plating (Heavy),

Searchlights, Wheels

Open Faced,

3x5

2x4

1x2

6/6

6/4

5

1,066

361

195

1,184

Jet Features Continued: Flyer, Heavy Machine Guns x2, Networked Communications**, Rocket Launcher (Super-Heavy), Search Lights, Turbo-Boosters
Mecha-Walker 3/+4

1

8

Mecha-Walker Features Continued: Networked Communications**, Robotic Arm x2, Rocket-Launcher (Super-Heavy), SearchLights, Walker 4
2

0/-2

0

Mechanical

0

2

0/+2

1x1

2/+3

0

2

1x1

0

2/+4

0

10

2/+3

0

3/+4/+4

2

0

2/+4

0

0

Motorcycle

0

3/+4/+4

Motorcycle Features Continued: Searchlights, Wheels
Sedan
0

2/+3

0

2/+3

0

1

0

0

0*

2x3

2x2

Mechanical

Open Faced, Wheels

2x3

4

Tank Features Continued: Networked Communications**, Rocket Launcher (Super-Heavy, Turret-Mounted), Searchlights, Tank Treads, Targetting Array
0

*Wagon is drawn by one or more horse and uses the horse movement for speed. Multiple horses may be purchased as a squad (see page 81).

125

Tank

Wagon

MO = Melee OFF, MD = Melee DEF, BO = Ballistic DEF, TO = Technical OFF, TD = Technical DEF, DE = Detect, MA = Maneuverability, SP = Speed,

TC = Transport Capacity, MxO = Max Occupant, SD = Save Dice, ** = Devices
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GAMEPLAY MODES
In addition to standard pick-up matches, there are a number of variants you may wish
to try with your group.
SKIRMISH ESCALATION CAMPAIGNS
In this mode, players begin with 500 point warbands.
Players take turns battling one another in matches
organized into an overarching narrative (usually based
around gathering resources). At the end of each match,
the warbands receive a number of resource points equal
to the VP they secured x10. These resources could
represent whatever is important to the narrative (gold,
credits, magic-imbued crystals, renown, et cetera).
Between matches, players may spend resource points as
force points to purchase new units or buy equipment.
POST-BATTLE INJURY: After each match, roll for on
the following table once for each unit that was in enemy
captures at the end of the game:
2d6
2-5

INJURY RESULT
DEATH/DESTRUCTION: The unit is
removed from your force.

6

DESERTER: The unit leaves your force. If
they wish, an enemy player may pay ½ the
character's value in resource points (rounding
down) to add them to their own force.

7-8

CAPTURED: The unit is held by enemy
forces. The capturing player may choose to
ransom the unit back to you or, failing that,
may choose any other result on this table for
the unit.

9

CRIPPLED: Roll on the advancement table
and, instead of gaining an increase, apply the
reverse to the unit.

10-11 WOUNDED: The unit has to rest up to heal or
be repaired and may not fight in the next
match.
12

LUCKY DUCK: Roll on the advancement
table as you contemplate what you learned...

RESOURCE GRABS
You may wish to add a
number of objective
markers (treasure chests,
crates, or similar
models) that function as
bonus resources. Roll
2d6-2 after terrain setup
to determine how many
there are. Players take
turns placing these
markers anywhere
outside of deployment
zones.
During the match, any
unit may secure a
resource grab Larger
objects that may be
secured can be dragged,
though the unit may
only be activated to
move (not rush). A
general rule of thumb is
that a resource model ½
the size of the unit may
be picked up and carried
(see Operate on page
13), something up to the
same size may be
dragged, and something
larger may not be
moved but is secured by
uncontested adjacency.
At the end of the match,
each secured grab is
worth 1d6x10 resources.
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ADVANCEMENT: As units fight and survive battles, they may experience gradual
improvement. After any battle, for every full hundred points of resources gained, you
may nominate a single, non-defeated (non-vehicle) unit to roll once on the following
table:
COSMOPILIS
2d6
ADVANCEMENT RESULT
A common site for
2-3 NO “I” IN TEAM: Your force gains a
skirmish escalation
resource bonus equal to this character's value.
campaigns in the
Wayfarer Multiverse is
4
Bonus Melee OFF or DEF die (may not exceed
the arcane, ever-shifting
3 total for either)
hub city of Cosmopolis.
5
Bonus Ballistics OFF or DEF die (may not
Comprised of phantom
exceed 3 total for either)
architecture pulled from
countless worlds,
6
Bonus Technical OFF or DEF die (may not
Cosmoplis also hides
exceed 3 total for either)
wondrous treasures (and
7
Bonus Arcane OFF or DEF die (may not
horrors) awaiting those
exceed 3 total for either)
intrepid enough to brave
its labyrinthine streets
8
Bonus Athletics die (may not exceed 6 total)
and corridors. Anything
9
Bonus Detect die (may not exceed 6 total)
is possible in
Cosmopolis, and those
10 Bonus skill offered by occupation
who would never
11 Bonus skill from any category of your choice
otherwise have chance
to interact may find
12 Bonus trait offered by your species.
themselves at odds.
Attribute increases that are gained may not exceed the maximum attribute values,
though may exceed the maximums set by Occupation. Skills and traits that are
gained may go above the maximum set by rank. The unit's value (and VP) are
unchanged by advancements gained and, as such, it is important to keep such
characters within the confines of the campaign (or league play). Results that are not
applicable (such already having maxed out attribute values or no traits or skills left to
choose) are counted as a No “I” in Team result instead. Note- if a result is rolled for
a Crippled result on the injury chart, the player must subtract an applicable value or
skill of their choice when rolled. The No “I” in Team result is not applicable and the
unit treats their injury result as Wounded instead.
You may wish to restrict advancement to “sapient” units. Units with the Robotic
Drone or Arcane Drone traits should be restricted, though you may allow them to
roll and, if a bonus trait is rolled (a result of 12), you may remove the trait and begin
to advance them normally. You may choose restrict animals (although strange things
can happen), although monsters should be able to benefit from advancement.
For an even richer narrative experience, you may wish to incorporate RPG rules
(see page 83) when playing a skirmish escalation campaign.
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CRAWLS
Crawls (as in “dungeon crawls”) function similarly to skirmish escalation campaigns.
However, one player takes the role of “Game Master” (GM) and controls any
number of enemies, usually revealed as the other players, each of which controls a
single hero-rank character (worth 3d6 x10 force points each) explore per-designed or
randomized networks of rooms and corridors for treasure (resource grabs).
MASS COMBAT
The ability to clash mighty armies against one another is an appealing aspect of any
miniature wargame, and Wayfarer Tactics can be used to do just that. In general, any
match in which players have forces equaling around 5,000 or more points each
should be considered mass combat.
SQUADS: When playing mass combat games, units may be grouped (when
purchased) into squads. In general, it is advantageous to make squads of identical
units, though any units may be included in a squad as you see fit. A squad costs an
extra number of force points equal to the number of units x5. Squads of vehicles (or
squads mixing vehicles and infantry) cost the number of units x10. It is not necessary
to include infantry units being transported by vehicles as belonging to squad with the
vehicle, though you may choose to do so. Squads behave differently in the following
ways:
•

•

•

•

•

The entire squad may be activated to spin, adjust, move, or rush with a
single activation. Each member of the squad must end its movement so that
it is sharing Detect range with at least one other member of the squad. This
is known as “squad cohesion.”
All statistically identical units in the squad may make a single assault as a
single activation. Nominate a single model as the “attacker” and only
models that are within range of the target may participate. For each model
that the attackers outnumber the target, you gain a bonus re-roll to OFF
during the re-roll phase. Other squads may be targeted in this way, usually
ensuring a wider range of valid targets (though outnumbering may not
come as easily)
When a squad loses an assault, draw a single card and remove up to that
many units to be defeated (up to the number of enemy attackers). Squads
with mixed DEF values use the lowest value of a member included in that
assault.
When determining Detect range, all units in the squad are considered to
draw Detect range from any given member, provided they are within
cohesion. Squads that are somehow moved out of cohesion must spend
their next activation moving back into squad cohesion and may take no
other actions until that is resolved.
Squads are always deployed together, requiring card values totaling their
number. A single Ace may be used to deploy an entire squad, regardless of
number.
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ROLE-PLAYING
If you enjoy role-playing games with light rules and fast resolution, the Wayfarer
Tactics system can fit the bill with a few adjustments.
By adding a few new special abilities that largely affect events that occur outside of
combat (Wayfarer Tactics has that part covered) you can tell larger stories with your
characters and give more depth to your campaigns, tournaments, or pick-up games.
The bulk of any role-playing session involves a GM (game master) prompting tests
from the players. Making tests in RPG-mode is no different than when doing so in a
tactics match, but the following table should give the GM an idea of how to
determine the difficulty of a task. A lot of tests will be opposed, in which case the
opponent determines the difficulty (see static and opposed tests on page 11).
Alternately, when offering a static DV, the GM may opt to use a random value,
rolling a number of dice instead of setting a target result. This is a great way to go
when you don't have a specific value in mind and want to add a little more
excitement to the test. GMs who are feeling particularly devious may wish to roll the
DV behind a screen.
TASK

STATIC DV

RANDOM DV

Easy

3

1 die

Average

4

2 dice

Challenging

5

3 dice

Extremely Difficult

6

4 dice

Specialized

6/5

5 dice

Highly Specialized

6/6

6 dice

RPG ABILITIES: When using your characters attributes in RPG mode, they may
have alternate or expanded uses:
Melee OFF: This may be used to test when lifting or moving heavy objects,
smashing down doors, or other tasks that call for feats of brute strength.
Technical OFF: This attribute is very important when utilizing technology. In
extended RPG sequences, Technical OFF may be used when testing to build, repair,
or innovate new technology.
Arcane OFF: In addition to casting spells, this value may be used to test a
character's knowledge of all things mystical.
Arcane DEF: As this attribute is already used to determine the effects of morale, in
RPG mode, this value may be extended to cover any test of the characters willpower.
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Detect: Use this value to notice hidden objects, hear subtle noises, or to pick up
minor details that may have greater importance.
Athletics: A roundly useful ability, use Athletics when testing agility and general
athleticism.
In addition to the standard attributes, the following skills may be purchased. You
may wish to allot characters a separate point pool to purchase these abilities (let's call
them (RPG points”), and since they don't generally have much use during combat,
possessing these abilities won't throw off the balance of your force if you choose to
include such characters.
Each of these abilities is ranked from 1-6 (each value giving you a die when making
tests), and each rank costs a single RPG point. For an “average” character, assign 10
RPG points (though you may give more or less depending on rank). You can also roll
a number of dice to determine RPG point pools. There's no strict way to do this.
Each of these abilities may use the innate bumps granted by species templates as
shown on the table below. Purchases of these skills do not count against your rank.
SKILL
ACADEMICS

USE

BUMPS

Determines a character's overall knowledge of Technical OFF
history, geography, and similar studies.

AEROBICS

Determines a character's endurance, overall
health and ability to hold their breath.

Athletics

INTUITION

Determines a character's savvy and cunning,
useful for making a hunch or detecting lies.

Technical DEF

LARCENY

Determines a characters streetwise and
knowledge of the criminal underworld.

Technical DEF

SCIENCE

Determines a character's knowledge of the
sciences and medicine.

Technical OFF

SURVIVAL
WORDPLAY

Determines a character's ability to “live off of Technical DEF
the land” and survive harsh natural environs.
Determines proficiency in social interactions
such as diplomacy, bartering, or lying.

Technical DEF

The skills listed above cover a wide array of tasks that wouldn't be covered by the
standard attributes. You and your group are encouraged to come up with custom
skills that cover specific fields and, when making such a test, the GM should lower
the DV by one category. For example, performing a complex surgery would make
for a “Highly Specialized” DV Science test, though a character with a specialized
Surgery skill could perform the same task with a Specialized DV.
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INDEX
A
Academic Skills, 41-42
Biological Study, 41
Geographical Study, 41
Medic, 41
Scientific Analysis, 42
Scientific Knowledge,
42
Tactical Analysis, 42
Ace in the Hole, 49
Acrobatic, 43
Action(s), 12-17
Adjust/Spin, 12
Assaults, 14
Interrupts, 17
Move, 12
Rush, 12
Sneaking, 17
Operate, 13
Activation(s), 10
Adaptive, 22
Adept Climber, 22
Adept Leaper, 22
Adept Swimmer, 22
Adjust/Spin, 12
Advancing Assault, 44
Advancement, 80
Aggressive Hack, 51
A.I., 77
Alert, 40
Aliens, 29-31
Pigman, 30
Quanar, 30
Scilinoid, 31
Zyntari, 31
Amphibious, 22
Animals and Monsters, 54-55
Ape, 55
Bear, 55
Cattle, 55
Chimera, 55
Crocodile, 55
Deer/Elk, 55
Dire Wolf, 55
Dragon, 55
Elephant, 55
Giant Rat, 55
Great Cat, 55
Griffon, 55
Harpy, 55
Hellhound, 55
Horse, 55
Hydra, 55
Manticore, 55
Naga, 55
Pig/Boar, 55
Slime, 55

Unicorn/Pegasus, 55
Wolf/Dog, 55
Wyvern, 55
Ape, 55
Arcana Skills, 42-43
Arcane Cypher, 42
Arch-Mage, 42
Black Mage, 42
Blue Mage, 42
Breath of the Forge, 42
Counterspell, 42
Elemental Fury, 42
Green Mage, 42
Improved Counterspell,
42
Magic Assault, 43
Nimble Casting, 43
Red Mage, 43
White Mage, 43
Arcane Assault, 16
Arcane Cypher, 42
Arcane Drone, 35
Arcane Foci, 65
Arch-Mage, 42
Area Affect, 17
Armor, 61-62
Armor Pod, 61
Enviro-Armor, 61
Heartsuit, 61
Hides, 61
Impact Armor, 61
Junkmail, 61
Leathers, 61
Mail, 62
Piecemeal, 62
Power Armor, 62
Pressure Suit, 62
Armor Piercing, 65
Armor Plating (Heavy), 77
Armor Plating (Light), 77
Armor Plating (Medium), 77
Armor Pod, 61
Assaults, 14-17
Arcane Assault, 16
Area Affect, 17
Ballistic Assault, 15
Melee Assault, 15
Situational Effects, 16
Assault Pistol, 58
Assault Rifle, 58
Assault Shotgun, 58
Athletics Skills, 43
Acrobatic, 43
Balance, 43
Mountaineer, 43
Olympian, 43
Skillful Climber, 43
Skillful Leaper, 43
Skillful Swimmer, 43

Sprinter, 43
Stealthy, 43
Swift, 43
Attributes, 19
Attributes (Vehicles), 74
B
Backstab, 45
Balance, 43
Ballistic Assault, 15
Ballistic Assaults (Vehicles), 75
Ballistics Skills, 44-45
Advancing Assault, 44
Careful Aim, 44
Close-Quater Training, 44
Death Blossom, 44
Mounted Marksmanship, 44
Multi-Shot, 44
Overwatch, 44
Pin Down, 44
Rapid Shot, 44
Sharpshooter, 44
Sniper, 44
Spotter, 45
Steady Shot, 45
Strafe, 45
Warning Shot, 45
Ballistic Weapons, 58-60
Assault Pistol, 58
Assault Rifle, 58
Assault Shotgun, 58
Black Powder Pistol, 58
Blunderbuss, 58
Bow, 58
Combat Laser, 58
Crossbow, 58
Elven Bow, 58
EMP Grenades, 58
Energy Cannon, 59
Energy Carbine, 59
Energy Pistol, 59
Energy Sniper Rifle, 59
Flame Thrower, 59
Frag Grenades, 59
Grenade Launcher, 59
Heavy Energy Rifle, 59
Heavy Machine Gun, 59
Long Rifle, 59
Machine Gun, 60
Minigun, 60
Musket, 60
Phase Pistol, 60
Phase Rifle, 60
Plasma Grenades, 60
Revolver, 60
Rifle, 60
Rocket Launcher, 60
Shotgun, 60
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Sling, 60
Sniper Rifle, 60
Stun Grenades, 60
Battleaxe, 56
Bear, 55
Beastfolk, 28
Beast Master, 40
Behemoth, 22
Best Laid Plans, 49
Bestial, 22
Biological Study, 41
Birdfolk, 28
Black Mage, 42
Black Powder Pistol, 58
Black Spells, 69
Blast, 65
Blue Mage, 42
Blue Spells, 73
Blunderbuss, 58
Bodyguard, 50
Bounding, 22
Bow, 58
Breath of Fire, 22
Breath of the Forge, 42
Bug, 52
Bump(s), 11
Burst, 65
C
Careful Aim, 44
Cattle, 55
Centaur, 28
Charge, 46
Chimera, 55
Cleric, 37
Club, 56
Close Quarters, 65
Close-Quarter Training, 44
Commander, 50
Construct, 35
Construct Trait, 34
Construct Trait, 34
Arcane Drone, 35
Mystic Fount, 35
Mystic Link, 35
Ramshackle, 35
Reassembly, 35
Combat Laser, 58
Component, 21
Component (Vehicle), 76
Corner, 46
Cover, 16
Cover (Heavy), 65
Cover (Light), 65
Cover (Medium), 65
Counterspell, 42
Counterstrike, 46
Crawls, 81

Creating a Vehicle, 76
Component, 76
Size, 76
Special Effects, 76
Vehicle Feature, 77
Craven, 22
Crocodile, 55
Crossbow, 58
Crowd Fighter, 46
Crushing Blow, 65
Custom Equipment, 64
Custom Species, 21-24
Component, 21
Species Trait(s), 22-24
Cybernetics, 32
D
Danger Sense, 40
Darkness, 16
Death Blossom, 44
Deer/Elk, 55
Defender, 65
Defensive Drive, 46
Demolitions Expert, 52
Deployment, 9
Dervish Blade, 47
Detect Range, 17
Devices, 63-64
Grav-Pack, 63
Med Kit, 63
Meta-Tool, 63
Mister Medic, 63
Networked Communication,
63
Night Vision Goggles, 63
Omnicase, 63
Omnitool, 63
Personal Force Field, 63
Reapir Kit, 63
Roller Skates, 64
Stealth Field Generator, 64
Targeting Reticle, 64
Tech Spikes, 64
Tool Kit, 64
Dire Wolf, 55
Disguise, 45
Dogged Pursuit, 50
Dragon, 55
Dragonfolk, 28
Duelist, 47
Durable, 34
Dwarf, 26
E
Elemental Fury, 42
Elephant, 55
Elf, 26

Elven Bow, 58
Empathic Bloodlust, 48
Empathic Dread, 49
Empathic Emboldening, 49
EMP, 66
EMP Grenades, 58
Energy Cannon, 59
Energy Carbine, 59
Energy Pistol, 59
Energy Sniper Rifle, 59
Engineer, 37
Entrench, 40
Enviro-Armor, 61
Equipment, 56-67
Armor, 61-62
Custom Equipment, 64
Devices, 63-64
Special Effects (Equipment),
65-67
Weapons, 56-60
Evasive Maneuvers, 52
Examples of Vehicles, 78
Extra Arm, 22
F
Fairy, 28
Fantasy Species, 25-28
Beastfolk, 28
Birdfolk, 28
Centaur, 28
Dragonfolk, 28
Dwarf, 26
Elf, 26
Fairy, 28
Frogfolk, 28
Ghoul, 28
Gnole, 28
Gnome, 28
Goblin, 27
Halfling, 28
Half-Elf, 28
Fishfolk,28
Jotun, 27
Kobold, 28
Lizardfolk, 28
Minotaur, 28
Mushroomfolk, 28
Ogre, 28
Orc, 28
Ratfolk, 28
Serpentfolk, 28
Simian, 28
Treefolk, 28
Yeti, 28
Fast-Healing, 23
Fearless, 23
Feedback, 52
Feral Assault, 47
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Ferocious, 23
Fireborn, 23
Firewall, 52
Fishfolk, 28
Flame Thrower, 59
Flashlight, 63
Fleet, 23
Flyer, 77
Frag Grenades, 59
Force Point Pool, 18
Frogfolk, 28
Frostborn, 23
G
Gallop, 23
Gameplay Modes, 79-83
Crawls, 81
Mass Combat, 81
Role-Playing, 82-83
Skirmish Escalation
Campaigns, 79-80
Gargantuan, 23
Geographical Study, 41
General Skills, 40-41
Alert, 40
Beast Master, 40
Danger Sense, 40
Entrench, 40
Giant Killer, 40
Hordesman, 40
Intimidating, 40
Intrepid, 40
Iron Will, 40
Lone Wolf, 40
Minion, 41
Negotiator, 41
Pacifist, 41
Propaganda, 41
Turncoat, 41
Ghoul, 28
Giant Killer, 40
Giant Rat, 55
Gnole, 28
Gnome, 28
Goblin, 27
Grapple, 47
Grav-Pack, 63
Great Axe, 57
Great Cat, 55
Great Sword, 57
Green Mage, 42
Green Spells, 72
Grenade Launcher, 59
Griffon, 55
Grounded Defense, 50
Gruesome Display, 47
Guerilla Combat, 50

H
Hand Axe, 57
Halfling, 28
Half-Elf, 28
Harpy, 55
Heartsuite, 61
Heavy, 66
Heavy Energy Rifle, 59
Heavy Machine Gun, 59
Hellhound, 55
Hides, 61
Hide in Plain Sight, 45
Higher Ground, 16
Hit and Run, 47
Hordesman, 40
Horrifying, 23
Horse, 55
Hovering, 23
Human, 21
Hydra, 55
I
Illuminate, 66
Immortal, 23
Impact Armor, 61
Impale, 47
Impenetrable, 66
Improved Counterspell, 42
Incorporeal, 23
Increment, 9
Incursion Team, 50
Infiltrate, 45
Injury, 79
Inspire, 50
Interrupts, 17
Intimidating, 40
Intrepid, 40
Iron Will, 40
J
Jets, 34
Jotun, 27
Jump in, 47
Junkmail, 61
Jury-Rig, 52
K
Knife, 57
Kobold, 28
Kicker(s), 12
L
Lantern, 63
Larceny Skills, 45-46

Backstab, 45
Disguise, 45
Hide in Plain Sight, 45
Infiltrate, 45
Loot, 45
Misdirect, 45
Open Lock, 46
Scurry, 46
Shadow Stride, 46
Spy, 46
Stealth Assault, 46
Leathers, 61
Life Support, 66
Lizardfolk, 28
Lone Wolf, 40
Long Rifle, 59
Loot, 45
M
Mace, 57
Machine Gun, 60
Mage, 37
Magic, 68-73
Black Spells, 69
Blue Spells, 73
Green Spells, 72
Red Spells, 71
White Spells, 70
Magic Assault, 43
Magical Affinity, 23
Magi Staff,57
Magical Resistance, 23
Mail, 62
Mammoth, 23
Maneuverability, 74
Manticore, 55
Marching Orders, 50
Marksman, 37
Mass Combat, 81
Squads, 81
Master Tactician, 50
Maul, 57
Max Occupant, 74-75, 76
Medic, 41
Med Kit, 63
Melee Assault, 15
Melee Assault (Vehicles), 75
Melee Skills, 46-48
Charge, 46
Corner, 46
Counterstrike, 46
Crowd Fighter, 46
Defensive Drive, 46
Dervish Blade, 47
Duelist, 47
Feral Assault, 47
Grapple, 47
Gruesome Display, 47
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Hit and Run, 47
Impale, 47
Jump in, 47
Multi-Strike, 47
Opportunistic Combatant, 47
Pressing Strike, 48
Rage, 48
Rapid Strike, 48
Strike of Unmaking, 48
Sweeping Strike, 48
Swoop, 48
Trample, 48
Viscious Strike, 48
War Dancer, 48
Melee Weapons, 56-58
Battleaxe, 56
Club, 56
Great Axe, 57
Greatsword, 57
Hand Axe, 57
Knife, 57
Mace, 57
Magi Staff, 57
Maul, 57
Phaseblade, 57
Polearm, 57
Riot Shield, 57
Shield, 57
Shiverblade, 57
Shock Baton, 57
Short Spear, 57
Spear, 57
Staff, 57
Sword, 57
Tower Shield, 58
Warhammer, 58
Mental Assault, 49
Meta-Tool, 63
Minigun, 60
Minion, 41
Minotaur, 28
Misdirect, 45
Mister Medic, 63
Mountaineer, 43
Mounted Marksmanship, 44
Mounted Units, 54
Motivate, 50
Move, 12
Moving with Vehicles, 75
Multi-Headed, 23
Multi-Shot, 44
Multi-Strike, 47
Mushroomfolk, 28
Musket, 60
Mutations, 33
Mystic Fount, 35
Mystic Link, 35
N

Naga, 55
Negotiator, 41
Networked Communication, 63
Night Vision, 23
Night Vision Goggles, 63
Nimble Casting, 43
Non-Lethal, 66
O
Occupation(s), 36-39
Cleric, 37
Engineer, 37
Mage, 37
Marksman, 37
Outlaw, 38
Psion, 38
Researcher, 38
Soldier, 38
Spellsword, 39
Tactician, 39
Tinkerer, 39
Warrior, 39
Ogre, 28
Olympian, 43
Omnicase, 63
Omnitool, 63
Open Face, 77
Open Lock, 46
Operate, 13
Opportunistic Combatant, 47
Orc, 28
Outflank, 50
Outlaw, 38
Overwatch, 44
P
Pacifist, 41
Personal Force Field, 63
Penetrating, 66
Piecemeal, 62
Pigman, 30
Pig/Boar, 55
Pin Down, 44
Phalanx, 50
Phaseblade, 57
Phasing, 24
Phase Pistol, 60
Phase Rifle, 60
Phasing Strike/Shot, 66
Plasma Grenades, 60
Polearm, 57
Power Armor, 62
Preliminary Bombardment, 51
Press, 66
Pressing Strike, 48
Pressure Suite, 62

Propaganda, 41
Psion, 38
Psionics Skills, 48-49
Empathic Bloodlust, 48
Empathic Dread, 49
Empathic Emboldening, 49
Mental Assault, 49
Telekenisis, 49
Telepathy, 49
Puppet Master, 51
Q
Quanar, 30
R
Radio In, 52
Rage, 48
Ramming, 75
Ramshackle, 35
Rank, 18
Rally, 51
Rapid Shot, 44
Rapid Strike, 48
Ratfolk, 28
Reaching Strike, 66
Reassembly, 35
Red Mage, 43
Red Spells, 71
Reinforcemnt, 51
Repair Kit, 63
Repurpose, 52
Researcher, 38
Retreat, 51
Revolver, 60
Rifle, 60
Riot Shield, 57
Robot, 34
Robot Trait, 34
Robot Trait, 34
Durable, 34
Jets, 34
Robotic Drone, 34
Tank Tread Legs, 34
Targeting Array, 34
Robotic Arm, 77
Robotic Drone, 34
Rocket Launcher, 60
Role-Playing, 82-83
Roller Skates, 64
Roughshod, 24
Round(s), 10
Running Over, 75
S
Sabotage, 52
Save Dice, 11, 76
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Scale, 9
Scattering, 66
Scent, 24
Scientific Analysis, 42
Scientific Knowledge, 42
Scilinoid, 31
Scoped, 66
Scurry, 46
Search Lights, 77
Sentinel, 51
Serpentfolk, 28
Serpentine, 24
Shadow Stride, 46
Shambling, 24
Sharpshooter, 44
Shield, 57
Shiverblade, 57
Shock Baton, 57
Short Circuit, 53
Short Spear, 57
Shotgun, 60
Side Boards, 20
Silencer, 66
Simian, 28
Situational Effects, 16-17
Cover, 16
Higher Ground, 16
Size Differrential, 16
Support, 17
Size Differential, 16
Size (Vehicle), 76
Skills, 40-53
Academic Skills, 41-42
Arcana Skills, 42-43
Athletics Skills, 43
Ballistics Skills, 44-45
General Skills, 40-41
Larceny Skills, 45-46
Melee Skills, 46-48
Psionics Skills, 48-49
Tactical Skills, 49-51
Technical Skills, 51-53
Skillful Climber, 43
Skillful Leaper, 43
Skillful Swimmer, 43
Skimmer, 77
Skirmish Escalation Campaign,
79-80
Advancement, 80
Injury, 79
Slime, 55
Sling, 60
Sneaking, 17
Sneaky, 24
Sniper, 44
Sniper Rifle, 60
Soldier, 38
Spear, 57
Special Effects (Equipment),

6567
Arcane Foci, 65
Armor Piercing, 65
Blast, 65
Burst, 65
Close Quarters, 65
Cover (Heavy), 65
Cover (Light), 65
Cover (Medium), 65
Crushing Blow, 65
Defender, 65
EMP, 66
Heavy, 66
Impenetrable, 66
Life Support, 66
Non-Lethal, 66
Penetrating, 66
Phasing Strike/Shot, 66
Press, 66
Reaching Strike, 66
Scoped, 66
Scattering, 66
Silencer, 66
Stream, 67
Stun, 67
Takedown, 67
Two-Handed, 67
Volley, 67
Special Effects (Vehicles), 76
Super-Heavy, 76
Turret-Mounted, 76
Species, 20-31
Aliens, 29-31
Custom Species, 21-24
Fantasy Species, 25-28
Human, 21
Species Trait(s) 22-24
Adaptive, 22
Adept Climber, 22
Adept Leaper, 22
Adept Swimmer, 22
Amphibious, 22
Behemoth, 22
Bestial, 22
Bounding, 22
Breath of Fire, 22
Craven, 22
Extra Arm, 22
Fast-Healing, 23
Fearless, 23
Ferocious, 23
Fireborn, 23
Fleet, 23
Frostborn, 23
Gallop, 23
Gargantuan, 23
Horrifying, 23
Hovering, 23

Immortal, 23
Incorporeal, 23
Magical Affinity, 23
Magical Resistance, 23
Mammoth, 23
Multi-Headed, 23
Night Vision, 23
Phasing, 24
Roughshod, 24
Scent, 24
Serpentine, 24
Shambling, 24
Sneaky, 24
Stoneborn, 24
Stone Skin, 24
Stout, 24
Technologically
Advanced, 24
Undifferentiated, 24
Venomous, 24
Wild, 24
Wings, 24
Speed (Vehicles), 74, 76
Spellsword, 39
Spotter, 45
Sprinter, 43
Spy, 46
Squads, 81
Staff, 57
Stalwart, 51
Stealth Assault, 46
Steady Shot, 45
Stealth Field Generator, 64
Stealthy, 43
Stoneborn, 24
Stone Skin, 24
Stout, 24
Strafe, 45
Stream, 67
Strike of Unmaking, 48
Stun, 67
Stun Grenades, 60
Subdue, 51
Super-Heavy, 76
Support, 16
Sweeping Strike, 48
Swift, 43
Swoop, 48
Sword, 57
T
Tactical Analysis, 42
Tactician, 39
Tactical Autonomy, 51
Tactical Skills, 49-51
Ace in the Hole, 49
Best Laid Plans, 49
Bodyguard, 50
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Commander, 50
Dogged Pursuit, 50
Grounded Defense, 50
Guerilla Combat, 50
Incursion Team, 50
Inspire, 50
Marching Orders, 50
Master Tactician, 50
Motivate, 50
Outflank, 50
Phalanx, 50
Preliminary Bombardment,
51
Puppet Master, 51
Rally, 51
Reinforcement, 51
Retreat, 51
Sentinel, 51
Stalwart, 51
Subdue, 51
Tactical Autonomy, 51
Tactical Withdrawal, 51
Tactical Withdrawal, 51
Takedown, 67
Tank Treads, 77
Tank Tread Legs, 34
Targeting Array (Robot), 34
Targeting Array (Vehicles), 77
Targeting Reticle, 64
Technical Skills, 51-53
Aggressive Hack, 51
Bug, 52
Demolitions Expert, 52
Evasive Maneuvers, 52
Feedback, 52
Firewall, 52
Jury-Rig, 52
Radio In, 52
Repurpose, 52
Sabotage, 52
Short Circuit, 53
Tech Whiz, 53
Technologically
Advanced, 24
Tech Spikes, 64
Tech Whiz, 53

Telekinisis, 49
Telepathy, 49
Test(s), 11
Tinkerer, 39
Toolkit, 64
Torch, 58
Tower Shield, 58
Turncoat, 41
Trample, 48
Transport, 74-75
Transport Capacity, 74
Max Occupant, 74-75
Transport Capacity, 74, 76
Treefolk, 28
Turbo-Boosters, 77
Turret-Mounted, 76
Two-Handed, 67
U
Undeath, 33
Undifferentiated, 24
Unicorn/Pegasus, 55
V
Vehicles, 74-78
Attributes, 74
Ballistic Assaults, 75
Creating a Vehicle, 76
Examples of Vehicles, 78
Maneuverability, 74
Melee Assaults, 75
Moving with Vehicles, 75
Ramming, 75
Running Over, 75
Speed, 74
Transport, 74, 76
Vehicles and Damage, 75
Vehicles and Damage, 75
Vehicle Feature, 77
A.I., 77
Armor Plating (Heavy), 77
Armor Plating (Light), 77
Armor Plating (Medium), 77
Flyer, 77

Open Faced, 77
Robotic Arm, 77
Search Lights, 77
Skimmer, 77
Tank Treads, 77
Targetting Array, 77
Turbo-Boosters, 77
Walker, 77
Wheels, 77
Venomous, 24
Victory, 9
Victory Points, 20
Viscious Strike, 48
Volley, 67
W
Walker, 77
War Dancer, 48
Warhammer, 58
Warning Shot, 45
Warrior, 39
Weapons, 56-60
Ballistic Weapons, 58-60
Melee Weapons, 56-58
Wheels (Robot), 34
Wheels (Vehicle), 77
White Mage, 43
White Spells, 70
Wild, 24
Wings, 24
Wolf/Dog, 55
WYSIWIG, 18
Wyvern, 55
X
Y
Yeti, 28
Z
Zyntari, 31
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GLOSSARY OF COMMON TERMS

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Area Effect: An assault, spell, or similar effect that applies to all targets
within a number of attached increments.
Assault: A combat involving two or more units using either Melee,
Ballistics, Technical, or Arcane.
Bump: A value by which a die may be turned up or down after it has been
rolled.
Bump Phase: The test phase immediately following the roll in which
bumps are applied.
Detect range: A range value in incremets extended from any unit equal to
their Detect value + combined bumps. Used for receiving orders from units
with special tactical skills to calculate base range with ballistic weapons.
Dice: A six-sided die used for making tests. Red dice are used for offensive
attributes, while blue dice are used for defensive attributes. Any color may
be used for attributes without OFF or DEF specified.
Force Points: The number of points you have to build your units and
purchase other force features.
Increment: A unit of measurement used in the game (either cubic inches or
centimeters, depending on miniature scale). Each increment represents
roughly 5 feet/1.5 meters in the miniature world.
Kicker: A value between 1 and 6 that counts as an extra die result.
Line of Sight: An unobstructed line drawn from a unit to at least part of a
target.
Map: The battlefield in which the match takes place, made up of miniature
terrain. Often a 2'x2' to 4'x4' table surface.
Morale: A kind of Arcane DEF-resisted effect referenced in several
abilities, spells, et cetera. Morale represents a unit's overall courage and
battlefield resolve.
Rank: Used to determine how powerful an infantry unit may be.
Re-Roll: The recasting of a single die.
Re-Roll Phase: The test phase immediately following the Bump Phase in
which re-rolls may be applied.
Size: The number of increments a unit (or really any object) takes up on the
map. Size is represented as horizontal length and width (thus a size of 1x2
means the object is one increment wide and two increments long).
Type: A tag word used as a descriptor for a unit's important properties,
often referenced in ability or equipment effects.
Terrain: The landscape of the map, including the ground, buildings, and
natural features such as rivers, rocks, hills, et cetera.
Test: Any roll made by a unit using one of their attributes.
Unit: Infantry and vehicle models.
Value: May either refer to the number granted in an attribute (also the
number of dice that may be rolled) or a unit's overall worth in force points.
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UNIT RECORD SHEETS
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VEHICLE RECORD SHEET

SPELL TOME
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OPERATE ACTIONS

ACTIVATIONS
CARD

ACTIONS

ACTION

TEST AND DV

2+

The unit may Adjust or Spin.

Pick up an objective

None

4+

The unit may Move.

None

6+

The unit may Rush or
Assault.

Open a door, chest,
or pull a lever

8+

The unit may Move and
Assault.

Unlock a locked
door

Technical OFF
(DV: 6)

10+

The unit may Rush and
Assault.

Use a terminal to
open a door

Technical OFF
(DV: 5)

Open a door sealed
with magic

Arcane OFF (DV:
6)

Hack a terminal

Technical OFF
(DV: 6/5)

COVER

SAVE DIE

Light

2

Medium

3

Heavy

4

Force a locked door Melee OFF (DV: 6)

TERRAIN

MOVEMENT EFFECT

Open Terrain

No special effect.

Rough Terrain

+1 movement cost per increment

Elevated Terrain

+1 movement cost per vertical increment, climb
(Athletics test) DV between 4-6

Aquatic Terrain

+1 movement cost per vertical increment, swim
(Athletics test) DV between 4-5

Enemy (Non-Vehicle) Unit

Moving through an enemy unit prompts a free
Melee assault to which you may not retaliate.

ASSAULT MODIFIERS

MOVEMENT EFFECT

Higher Ground

A unit on higher ground during an assault gains a
bonus OFF or DEF re-roll during the re-roll phase.

Size Differential

Larger units (using base size and size category), get a
bonus OFF or DEF re-roll during the re-roll phase.

Support

Each allied unit adjacent to you grants a bonus DEF reroll during the re-roll phase. Each allied unit adjacent
to your opponent grants a bonus OFF re-roll during the
re-roll phase.
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VEHICLE DAMAGE (WHEN TYING A SAVE DIE)
ROLL

EFFECT

1

The vehicle is destroyed in a spectacular fashion and is defeated AND removed from the map
(along with any occupants).

2-3

The vehicle stalls and may not be activated for the remainder of the round.

4-6

A single weapon is destroyed though (attacker's choice). If there is no weapon to destroy, this
effect counts as a stall instead.

EQ SPECIALS
ARCANE FOCI

EFFECT

EQ SPECIALS

EFFECT

While carrying this item, you gain a
bonus re-roll during the re-roll phase
when making an Arcane OFF test.

NON-LETHAL

When a unit would be defeated by this
weapon, they are sent back to reserves
instead.

ARMOR PIERCING

When attacking with this weapon, reduce
a single enemy armor kicker by ½
(rounding down).

PENETRATING

When attacking with this weapon, reduce
a single enemy armor kicker by 1.

BLAST

The assault creates an area effect that
spreads out a number of increments equal
to this value from the increment occupied
by the target.

PHASING
STRIKE/SHOT

When attacking with this weapon, negate
any enemy armor kickers except for those
that protect exclusively against Energy
damage.

BURST

When making an assault with this
weapon, you may use each value to either
create an area effect, adding an increment
per use (all increments of the area effect
must be connected), or to gain a bonus
OFF re-roll during the re-roll phase.

CLOSE QUARTERS

COVER (LIGHT)
COVER (MEDIUM)

You do not suffer the -1 OFF dice pool
penalty when making Ballistic assaults
against adjacent enemies.

While carried, you count as being in
medium cover when targeted for a
ballistic assault.
While carried, you count as being in
heavy cover when targeted for a ballistic
assault.

CRUSHING BLOW

When an opponent successfully defends
against this weapon but does so without
an uncontested 6, they may not be
activated for the rest of the round.

DEFENDER

You may use the DEF bump granted by
this equipment as long as you have a hand
to use it.

EMP

Whenever a unit with the Tech type
survives an assault from this weapon, they
must succeed at a Technical DEF test
against a DV equal to the value or be
returned to reserves.
You may not make an assault with this
weapon during the same turn that you
move or rush.

ILLUMINATE

Negate darkness in a radius equal to the
rank.

IMPENETRABLE

The kickers granted by this armor may
not be modified by the Penetrating or
Armor Piercing special effects.

LIFE SUPPORT

While worn, you are immune to
atmospheric hazards and attacks (poison
gas, vacuum, et cetera).

When an opponent successfully defends
against this weapon but does so without
an uncontested 6, you may push them 1
increment away.

REACHING STRIKE When making or retaliating against a
Melee assault with this weapon, you may
do so against opponents up to 1 increment
away from you.
SCOPED

Provided you don't move or rush in the
same turn that you make an assault with
this weapon, your range value is
multiplied by 10.

SCATTERING

After choosing a target but before tests
are made, roll a single die. If the value is
equal to or under your Ballistic OFF (or
other attribute if used for special
deployment) the target is selected as
normal. If you roll above this value, roll
two dice, add them, and target an
increment in a random direction from
your chosen target at a distance equal to
the value rolled.

SILENCER

You may make Ballistic assaults with this
weapon without losing your sneaking
token.

STREAM

Attacks from this weapon function as an
area effect that extends a number of
increments equal to the value in a straight
line away from you.

STUN

Living units that survive an attack from
this weapon must succeed at a DV 6
Melee DEF test or be returned to reserves.

While carried, you count as being in light
cover when targeted for a ballistic assault.

COVER (HEAVY)

HEAVY

PRESS

TAKEDOWN

When an enemy rolls a save die after
being defeated by an attack with this
weapon, you may bump the die result up
equal to the value of this effect.

TWO-HANDED

The weapon requires two hands to wield.

VOLLEY

Provided there is no impassable terrain
above you or your target, you may make
an assault with this weapon even if you
can't draw line of sight, though reduce
your OFF dice pool by 1 when doing so.

